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On dangerous
ground
State officials helping K~
solve crosswalk dilemma
Bv DENA TACKETT
Editor
Progress file photo
Board of Regents chair Jim Gilbert said Tuesday ha will not seek re-election to the
Board's top position. Gilbert has been chair of the Board for more than a decade.

Gilbert will not
return as chair
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Board of Regents Chairman Jim
Gilbert said Tuesday he will not seek reelection as the Board's chairman.
Gilbert said he thought it was time for
a change in the position.
"I've been chairman 12 years, and I
think that's long enough," Gilbert
said.
Gilbert, of Berea, said he notified
other Board members of his decision not
to seek re-election in a memo.
Jane Boyer, a Regent from Prospect,
said she was aware of Gilbert's decision,
although she had not read his letter or
talked to him.
"I was kind of surprised in one way,
and in another way, I'm not," Boyer
said.

Boyer said that
she didn't know of
More
anyone who was
Find out
interested in Gilbert's
what makes
position.
the newest
Gilbert was reappointed to the
Regent.
Board last year. His
■CookW
term lasts until June
Henson, a
30,2006.
role model
Gilbert joined the
for students
Board in 1988, when
and the
he replaced Craig
Board/ A12.
Cox.
Board
by-laws
state that the chair is
to be elected every year. The chair
appoints committee chairs and acts as
chair of the Executive and Academic
Affairs Committee.

Consultant hired
for evaluation
makes headlines
BY DENA TACKETT AND JENNIFER ROGERS

News writers

As Eastern's Board of Regents prepare
to evaluate President Robert Kustra, the
consultant hired to conduct the evaluation has become involved in controversy
surrounding similar work at Kentucky
State University in 1999.
Consultant Ed Penson, of PensonStrawbridge of Tallahassee, asked KSU's
Board of Regents last spring to shield
him from any lawsuit that may result
from his evaluation of embattled KSI
president George Reid.
Al that time, Penson did not allow
Regents to keep copies of the evaluation
unless he was released of any liability
resulting from its revelations.
However. Penson said in a telephone
interview Tuesday that he would release
the report if the KSI I Board would simply
ask for it.
"Now there is a new Board and a new
Board chair and the new Board chair has
not asked for a copy," Penson said. "If he
asks me, I would be more than happy to
give it to him. I'm perfectly willing to give
it to him."
Penson's reluctance to reveal the document made headlines in state papers
last week. As an outside consultant,
Penson's contracts must be approved by
a legislative oversight committee.
Penson was granted two contracts for
work at Eastern last August. Penson will
also begin his work as a consultant for
the evaluation of President Kustra in
March. That contract has not yet been
issued.
Penson said the reason he would not
hand the evaluation over sooner was
because the former Board members were
violently split on their support of KSU
president George Reid. Four new mem-

bers were appointed to
the Board since the
incident
"They were not a
well-functioning board,"
Penson said. "They
wouldn't agree or disagree in civil terms.
You couldn't tell what
they would do at any
Penson will
given moment."
Penson said he was begin his evaluunder the assumption ation in March.
when he was contracted to conduct the evaluation that it was to remain confidential,
and that it would not be an open record,
according to an exemption in the
Kentucky Open Records Law that prohibits the release of personnel matters.
Because of the Board's conflicts,
Penson said he feared the report would
be given to the media, which he felt could
eventually be libelous.
"I was not going to report that A told
me X.Y or Z." Penson said. "You can't
make attribution, and I didn't think I
could go back on that promise."
KSU officials haven't talked to Penson,
and are trying to decide if they will give
him the shield which he requested. No
Board member has a copy of the report,
which Penson collected and reportedly
destroyed after the November 1999 meeting when he presented it.
Penson said that Reid did have a copy,
however, he had lost it since that meeting.
KSU Board members have waited on
the report for more titan a year. They want
the report because they voted in December
to extend Reid's contract until 2002. The
Board is planning to reevatuate Reid.
See CONSULTANT, A12

Presidential
Trivia
■ The fiest president to be inaugurated in
Washington. D.C. was Thomas Jefferson.
■ Virginia has produced more presidents
than any other state, with eight.
■ Warren Harding, inaugurated in 1921,
was the first president to ride to his inauguration in an automobile.

Eastern officials are stuck playing the waiting game as
the State Highway Department decides what to do to
make the Lancaster Crosswalk safer for pedestrians.
State, city and university officials met last Thursday to
discuss some of the options available, such as inset lights,
bigger and clearer signs, more lighting, reducing the
speed limit, speed bumps and redirecting both motorist
and pedestrian traffic.
While the state is busy deciding what can be done,
Kustra is already leaning toward some of the ideas, such
as the inset lights and more comprehensive signs.
"I'm interested in creating a crosswalk that is a role
model for all crosswalks," Kustra said at the Thursday
meeting.
Inset lights are a fairly new solution being used in
crosswalks. They are traditionally used in airports as
guiding lights, said Gus Thornton, service technician for
Timron, Inc. out of Columbus, who sells the lights.
The lights are implanted in the ground alongside the
crosswalk and stick out up to a half an inch, which makes
them alright for snow plows and heavy traffic. They are 8
inches in diameter and emit a bright light in both directions that can be seen both during the day and night
The lights work by pushing a button on the side of the
street that starts the lights on a timer. The time can be set
at different intervals, such as 30 or 45 seconds, depending
on the street width.
The entire system could be installed for around $7,000.
"It's something that's working, and it's working across
the nation," Thornton said.
One concern expressed at the meeting about the inset
lights was the fact that you have to push a button to activate the lights.
"The only downside to that is somebody who doesn't
press the button, but today they are marching out there
without a button to push," Kustra said.
A big issue discussed at the meeting Thursday was the
fact that since the crosswalk was implemented in 1999 it

Jamia Gaddic/Prograss

This utility pole has been a subject of controversy in the crosswalk
See CROSSWALK, A12 debate. Officials say It hides pedestrians who step onto the crossing.

What's
next?
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Eastern is
waiting for
word from
the State
Department
Highways
to deckle
what will be
done with
the crosswalk. State
officials
should contact Eastern
this week
to suggest
a fix to the
problem
that has
injured four
pedestrians.
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When activated, the bright
yellow lights flash for a
certain period of time
in both direct tons.

Pedestrians push a Button
o" the s gn that activates
Hiensel lights
Devin Klarer/Progress

Scholarship named for custodian
BY RONIC* BRANDENBURG

News writer

On March 10, 2000, Oease Cornett
was shot and killed outside of Richmond
Mall. The man accused of her murder is
her husband, James Edward Cornett.
Oease was a custodian for the university for 17 years and is remembered fondly by her co-workers.
Her two children, Gary Cornett and
Kimberly Cornett-Horvat, decided to
honor their mother in a way that would
last for many years to come.
A scholarship fund has been set up in
the honor of Oease Cornett and will be
available (o all non-traditional students
that are in need of financial assistance.

The scholarship has just been established this year and is hoped to be
available to students in the Fall of
2001.
The Oease Cornett Scholarship is different from any other scholarship offered
at Eastern.
The money issued for all other scholarships can only be used toward tuition;
however, the Cornett scholarship money
can be used towards tuition and childcare.
The only criteria for the scholarship is
that the student is of non-traditional classification and is legitimately in need of
financial assistance. In order to keep the
scholarship for consecutive semesters, a
minimum of a C grade point average

The 43rd President of the United States of America will be officially sworn in
Jan. 20 in Washington. D.C. George W. Bush will begin his presidency on that
day. Here are a few things you may not have known about the inaugurations
and die presidents who have gone through them.

■ At Ronald Reagan's inauguration in 1985,
temperatures were so cold (-2 F) that the
ceremonies were moved to the Capitol
Rotunda.
■ George Washington added the words "I
swear, so help me God" to the original presidential oath. Repeating the phrase has
become an inaugural tradition.

must be maintained.
Interested persons should file for
financial aid through the university and a
selecting committee will decide who the
scholarships will go to.
Contributions to the scholarship fund
are tax-deductible and should be sent to
Lucie Nelson in Room 202 of the Perkins
Building.
Nelson is the director of Community
and Workforce Education. Contributions
can also be sent to Box 703 of the
Development Office located in the Coates
Building.
Applications for the Oease Cornett
scholarship should to be available at the
end of June.
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PERSPECTIVE
■ The youngest person to become president
was Theodore Roosevelt who was 42 at the
time of his inauguration in 1901.
■ A candidate is officially considered to be
elected to the office of president when electoral votes are counted by the President of
the Senate on Jan. 6.
Devin Klarer and Jennifer Rogers/Progress I
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►REMINDERS
■ Students will be disenrolled for nonpayment tomorrow.
■ The All "A" Classic Basketball Tournament begins
Wednesday, so parking will be limited.
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►Campus Comments

Watch your step

What do you think is the best option to
improve safety in the Lancaster
Crosswalk?

Crosswalk options
offer pros and cons

To build an overpass;
that way traffic doesn't
have to stop, and we
don't have to worry about
the traffic.
Pakitsville
Major: Prewar
macy
Year: Junior

CHRIS
THURMAN

A

A

If they put in the overpass,
it would result in less people getting hit
Decreasing the speed
and hiring police to
watch it would also mean
less people Retting hit

Rofno, Ga.
Sociology
Vssr: Junior
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Know before you go
It teems like an overpass
would be difficult for
handicapped students. So
another light would be
the most benefit to
everybody.

nwiiffiown
Atlanta
Major. Biology;
ecology
YaarGrad
student

The following are rules that apply to the crosswalk:
■ Use caution if yellow light is flashing. Approach with
belief or probability that someone is in the crosswalk.
■ If someone enters the crosswalk, you have to stop.
■ A pedestrian is not to enter die crosswalk unless safe
to do so, and not to walk in if a car cannot safely stop.
■ If a pedestrian is crossing, as a motorist, you are
required to yield right of way even if on other side (four
lanes).
■ There are obligations really to both the pedestrian
and the motorist

*>
*

Information provided by Tom Lindquist, Director of the
Division of Public Safety
/

I think...
the safest for
Lancaster and Keene
would be an overpass. I
lived in Keene and it was
dangerous day or night
You take a chance
whether motorists are
going to see you.

London
Major History
Yaar Senior

I think just a stop sign
would be sufficient A
lot of times a crosswalk is
difficult to see. An overpass is a good idea, but
the construction would
cause other problems.
Paralegal science
Yaar: Senior
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Education, Oease's children came up
Nontraditional students will soon
with the idea to implement a scholarship
be able to take advantage of a
in Oease's name.
scholarship the university is
Students who apply for the scholarship,
working to establish in memory of a forwhich should be available in Fall 2001,
mer Eastern employee.
must be non-traditional and have
Oease Cornett was shot and
IMs will
financial need. Students will be able
killed outside the Richmond
Mall March 10. Cometf s husenable stu- to retain the scholarship if they keep
a C average.
band, James Edward Cornett
dents to
Unlike traditional scholarships,
was accused of the shooting.
students who receive the scholarCornett retired as the head take more
ship will not only be able to use
custodian for the Perkins
the scholarship money for tuition
Building after 17 years of ser- participate
vice.
In more stu- but as well as for things such as
child-care and child transportaThe Oease Cornett
dentactivi- tion.
Memorial Scholarship for
The university should be
non-traditional students is
given "thumbs up" for offering a
being supported by the
new scholarship for non-traditional
Division of Community & Workforce
Education and Travis Fritsch in the
students. The idea of allowing stuCollege of Justice and Safety. According dents to use the money not only for
to Lucie Nelson, the director of the
tuition but for child-care, will greatly
Division of Community & Workforce
benefit students who receive the
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end of the trouble section
Last Thursday,
to-any of the two traffic
Eastern hosted a
tneeting of the
lights with controlled
minds to try and come
crosses. The only probup with a solution to the
lem there is that you
university's crosswalk
have to worry about
woes. Several solutions
property rights when it
were tossed around at
comes to putting up
the meeting and officials
fences.
are going to weigh the
As always, there was
&ros and cons of each
talk of putting up an overefore makhead crossing a deciwalk.
The
sion.
Do yon have
argument
One sugagainst that
an idea?
gestion was
is the same it
installing
Write a letter to the editor
has always
inset lights
or call SGA at 822-1724
in the
been — stuand tell us how to make
the crosswalk safer
ground
dents wouldalong the
n't use it
crosswalk.
These
These work by a pedestri- weren't the only suggesan pushing a button
tions, either. Those at the
before entering the cross- meeting talked for nearly
walk and then having a
two hours on ways to fix
set time to cross the
the problem.
street while the lights are
It will be some time
flashing.
before
the perfect soluAnother solution was
tion
is
found.
Students
to reroute traffic so that
should become active in
the area wouldn't be so
congested. This would
the search for a solution.
involve things like makThis can be done by coning traffic go through
tacting the Student
Barnes Mill Road or banGovernment Association
ning left turns on
at 622-1724 or by writing
Lancaster.
The only problem with letters to the editor of the
Progress.
this is that it makes it
The entire campus
inconvenient for motorists
community is trying to
and could back up traffic
figure out what to do, so
on Barnes Mill Road,
become
involved and let
which is already a hot
your opinions be known.
spot during certain times
You could uncover
of the day.
Eastern's greatest
The university could
unsolved mystery by
also put up fences that
direct pedestrians to the
doing so.

SOaaa
WHY
SHOULD

YOU
CARE?
Four people
have
already
been hit in

Crosswalk
since
November.

Rerouting traffic will limit
congestion,
but could
backup
traffic on
Barnes Mill
Road and
bean
inconvenience for
motorists.

BuMinga
fence to
direct pedestrians to the
end of the
trouble section to either
of the two
traffic lights
raises concern about
property
rights.

Building an
overhead
crosswalk
risks
spending
big money
and students not
using it.

Scholarship positive for non-traditional students

► How to roach us
Phont: (859) 622-1881

DenaTackett. editor

"Your Turn' columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond, Ky. 40475.
The deadfcne is noon Monday prior
to publication on Thursday. Columns
will be printed in accordance with
available space.

My turn & letters pelicy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
the Progress at progress9acs.eku.edu or faxed to the office
at (859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

A,

money. Most non-traditional students
work and have children, so this will
provide them with an opportunity to
pay for child-care they might not have
been able to afford prior to receiving
the scholarship. The scholarship will
also enable students to take more
classes and participate in more student activities and organizations,
because students can assure they
have a way to provide child-care for
their children.
The university should continue to
provide students with an opportunity to
apply for scholarships such as this one.
Thus, students will be able to enjoy a
richer college experience.
Oease was an important part of the
university for several years. Offering a
scholarship in her honor will remind
students who apply and receive the
scholarship of her many contributions to
to the university.

TP^The Eastern
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Student disapproves of show

AllLSON
ALTIZER
' Turn

1L

Allison Altizer
is a senior journalism major
from London.
She is also
Who's that editor and copy
editor for the
Progress.

At least once a year, I find myself staring in disbelief at the television
screen, saying. T.V. programming
has hit n>ck-bottom.' For the past two
years, the FOX network has prompted my
cries of shock and disgust.
First came "Who Wants to Marry a
Multimillionaire?" the degrading pageant
of money-hungry women ready to marry
a wallet. Now, "Temptation Island" has
made a splash by sending four couples to
a tropical paradise, separating thein and
then tempting them with beautiful, willing
singles. Apparently, the object of the
show is to test the couples' commitment.
However, the ratings obviously depend
on the amount of promiscuity and cheating.
I'm ashamed to admit. I actually sat
through most of "Who Wants to Marry a
Multimillionaire?" However. I refuse to
watch even a second of "Temptation
Island."
Now, it must be known that I consider
myself a fairly open-minded individual. I
believe in giving the benefit of the doubt,
fair chances, second impressions, innocent
until proven guilty and so on and so forth.

Yet. I have seen and heard enough about
"Temptation Island" to decide that I am
completely disgusted by the entire content
of the show
Seriously, who actually thought of the
show's concept, much less said it aloud?
Even worse, who approved the idea, and
why did people agree to appear on the
show?
The FOX network is making a mockery
of relationships. Maintaining a healthy
relationship is hard enough without the
constant bombardment of idealized notions
about illicit sex and money.
Please don't misunderstand my point; I
don't wish to watch television programs
through my rose-colored glasses. I know
viewers like to watch trashy television, but
some people also eat boogers. I don't see
restaurants serving snot entrees, so why is
FOX showing Temptation Island?" What
people want isn't always what is best for
them.
As a television viewer, I am mortified
by Temptation Island." As a girlfriend. I
am insulted. Even FOX can do better
than this.

Proposal beneficial to everyone
The Student Government Association
passed a proposal last Tuesday that
students will forever be thankful for.
The proposal, if passed, will extend the
withdrawal date by one week. The withdrawal date currently goes hand in hand
with midterm, making it hard for students
to determine their status in a class and
whether or not dropping the class is in
JAMIE VINSON
their best interest
My Turn
The senate not only discussed possibly
extending the withdrawal date; senate
Jamie Vinson
members voiced concents about midis a sophomore semester classes. They suggested at the
journalism
meeting Tuesday that the University should
major from Mt
offer more mid-semester classes for those
Sterling. She is students who might have to drop classes.
also managing This means pushing half-semester classes
to the last half of the semester, rather than
editor of the
the lirst half.
Progress
This is a great opportunity not only for
students, but faculty as well. Students
won't have to worry about not being
enrolled full-time after dropping a class.
Extending the date will allow students an
opportunity to view their midterm grades
and evaluate their status in a class. If I
were faced with the possibility of having to
drop a class. I would want to make certain

there were classes available that I could
pick up to remain in full-time status.
Not only will offering more midsemester classes benefit students who
drop classes, but students interested in
picking up classes as well. Students who
desire a heavier class load will have the
opportunity to pick up more classes that
they might have been leery of taking
when scheduling classes earlier in the
year.
Professors should enjoy the change
as well. An extra week before the deadline to withdraw will allow professors the
chance to squeeze in a few more assignments, tests, etc. that they might not
have been able to get in. Students will
also be able to meet with professors
after receiving their midterm grades to
discuss their status in the class, what
can be done to improve their grade,
whether or not they should drop the
class, etc.
Extending the withdrawal date is a positive change. Organizations such as SGA
should continue to work on proposals
such as this that not only help out students, but benefit the entire university as
well

► Letters to the editor
Student angry with staff
in gyms on campus
Fin in my fourth semester
here at Eastern and never have I
been so angry with the intramurals staff and facilities supervisors of the gyms in Begley and in
Weaver.
The gyms and facilities are
here for the students! Some students, such as myself, have
workout plans and we can't follow them like we should
because the gyms are not reliable.
When I walk to the gyms during the posted open hours I
expect them to be open, but this
semester especially they have not
been open when they are supposed to be. Before, at k'ast one
gym was open. Burke Wellness
or Begley gym. This semester
they have been closed repeatedly,
making not only me angry, but
many other students angry as
well.
At the beginning of this
semester, the gyms were ck>sed
for a whole week. I confronted
one of the intramural secretaries
and the assistant director and all
they can say is "we don't have
anybody to work." I was going to
apply last year and they told me
that they only let people who
have federal work study work
there.
A similar problem is happening in the residence halls — with
insufficient numbers of desk
workers the staff is spreading
themselves out very thin trying to
cover the desks. I know many
students who would love to work
the desk and make some money,
but they can't because they aren't
on federal work study. If they
need help they shouldn't be so
picky.
If need be. I think the director
of intramurals himself/herself
should work down at the gym so
that the students can have a reliable place to workout. Last year I
did not have any of these problems, if I wanted to workout I
went to Begley or Weaver and did
so.

Student addresses corruption T Mocha 3ot>
RAED BATTAH

Pom*

Raed Battah is
working on a
master's of government. He is
from
Hopkinsville and
has obtained a
bachelor's of
political science
and journalism
degree.

My Hist order of business is to thank the
Eastern Progress
for allowing me to contribute my ideas and my
discoveries in the political
world to this publication.
Drawing faith from the publication's name, I expect
anyone who appreciates
"Progressive" journalism to
find relief in my anti-establishment banterings.

NO MESSIAH!
My background is
unique and my politics are
confusing. I'm a pro-life liberal who believes in the 2n<l
Amendment in the case of a
necessary armed insurrection against an oppressive
administration. I'm an ArabAmerican who hates corporate pollution but cherishes
the treasures of petroleum
and fossil fuels in my family's native Iraq. I abhore
discrimination of gays and
lesbians but do not believe
that one's sexual orientation
constitutes the political
advantages of minority status. What about women? I
love women. And 1 love
smart independent women.
And I love my mom. a successful business woman
who could also be the
poster-woman for domesticity.
SOUTHPAW POLITICS
Politrix is my first independent undertaking of
addressing, and hopefully,
at times exposing, corruption and conspiracy in our
nation's bureaucracy. More
than fingerpointing. I hope
to encourage others to
investigate independently
their parliamentarians, by
disseminating mostly public
but highly overlooked facts,
on issues such as our
nation's electoral system,
foreign policy, domestic
social and economic issues,
and above all our highly
mismanaged and corporately dominated political campaigns. On foreign issues I
hope to expose a little bit
more about a particular people than just their leader or
their military strength.
There is quite a bit to

unlearn about our country's to alienate myself from the
rest of the media world and
supposed former or current
jeopardize an otherwise
enemies. And so much
more to learn of their conlucrative career in "toeing
tributions, to history, art,
the official line" for some
and above all humanity.
corporate network. Second,
It is with an overwhelmbecause I'm going to infuse
ing element of regret that I
an element of
elect to cast the first stone,
compassion (I'm a pacifist)
in this purging of conspiraand (excuse the term)
tors, directly at my col"communism" in my proleagues in the corporatepeople rhetoric. There, I
run mass media. But wait!
said the word communism,
There is method to my
and you know what? The
madness. This article
sky didn't turn China red
intends to be educational as and nobody's getting forced
much as it is incriminating.
underground to worship
The first les.leliiis.ipli.il or whoevson in mass
er. Ask those corpoEven
our
media educarate cronies in
tion is to
founders
California, who are
understand
about to have their
were
corthe hierarchy
lights turned out, how
of authority.
much they resent govrupted
ernment involvement
WHO'S
with the
now. California's
CAIJJNG
Governor Gray Davis
same
THE
is running out of
SHOTS?
options before he is
plagues
In every
forced to beg for fedmajor publica- of racism
eral assistance to keep
tion or netpower llowing to miland corwork news
lions of Californians.
service, the
Socialism? Well. I
porate
story origidoubt that term will
nates with the Influence
come up. But call it
news direcwhat you want, l-ove
as
our
tors and the
isn't love in French.
producers.
leaders
It's amore'. But doesIndividuals
n't it all mean the
today.
that you are
same thing?
never
The biggest game
acquainted
in American media is
with and who often run
the word game. After four
their newsrooms with an
thousand years of misiron fist. It's easy to believe
applying the Bible's word.
in Rather, Brokaw, Jennings Jesus "the word made flesh"
or Shaw. Their delivery is
came and straightened it all
so convincing you'd think
out with his actions. And so
that they ran out and got
who will be America's politithe story themselves. But
cal Messiah? Even our
the sad truth is that at this
founders were corrupted
stage in their careers the
with the same plagues of
only digging they're doing
racism and corporate inlluis to bury all the skeletons
ence as our leaders today.
of half-truths and wild snipe Washington. Jefferson,
stories. Don't believe the
Franklin, Nixon, Clinton,
hype! And don't believe it's
Bush. And yet in some lucid
as simple as this. There is
state of hypocrisy they
much more to uncover, and
dredged up our
luckily I'll be here week to
Constitution, an article that
week to uncover it.
delivers chills when read,
much like the feeling of
WHATSTHE
reading Wordsworth or
ALTERNATIVE?
Coleridge. What a love for
Well my article is one.
the idea did they have. And
First of all because
what a mess we've made of
nobody's paying me a dime
it.

The Eastern Progress is looking for
ad reps. If you are interested, contact
ad manager Angie Brumett at 1881.

Ice Crraia Cappuccino* Hawaiian
Sbavr Icr
• Old-fashioned hand-dipped
ICE CREAM
• Hand-dipped SHAKES. Malts.

Sundaes
• 50 Hawaiian SHAVED ICE
flavors
• Delicious EXPRESSO &
CAPPUCCINOS
• Ashby's Starting Ice Cream.
Food Court in the i
Richmond Mall

l.ast semester at Begk'y and
this semester at Weaver. I was in
the middle of a workout well
before the posted close time for
the gyms and a staff member
came in and told me I had to
leave. When I questioned them
they acted as if it was a burden
for them to have the gyms open
and me working out.
I don't care if there is only one
person in the gym I think that is
why the gym is there. Sure the
students can go to Powerhouse
gym or the YMCA, but most college students don't have any
extra cash, with books being outrageous and trying to eat healthy
foods. Most students barely have
enough money to pay for the rising tuition costs.
I do not know what this letter will accomplish but I hope it
reaches somebody who will
take it seriously and look into
the problem, maybe even fix it.
Daniel McMahan
Student

Student voices concern
about bookstore policy
When I heard about the first
bookbag stolen from the bookstore. I tried using the "PAY"
lockers, but my bookbag will not
fit so I have to place mine on
the floor with all the rest of the
bags.
Another problem is that some
people have the same bookbag.
The other day. 1 went in to the
bookstore to purchase my text
books and there was a bookbag
just like mine in the same area
as mine. When I went to cheek
which one was mine. 1 was
quickly accused of "invading
someone's privacy."
If the bookstore is going to
require us to drop our bookbags
off at the door they should be
responsible for bookbags getting
stolen, and replace the books
and belongings in the bags.
Eric Whittield
Student

Advisor says thanks for
help with food drive
During tin- first two weeks of
December, the Student Alumni
Ambassadors and Alumni
Relations office coordinated a
campus-wide food drive. Thanks
to the generosity of the university
community, a H>foot moving van
full of food was donated to the
Kentucky River Foothills Food
Pantry.
A special thanks also goes to
the campus organizations that
assisted in making the EKl! 2000
Food Drive a MKCCM
Public Safety for providing
security for the vehicle for two
weeks
Facility Services for providing the truck, providing containers in the residence halls, picking up donations in the residence halls and delivery of the
food to Kentucky River
Foothills.
Residence Hall Association
for placing notices in each residence hall mailbox and posting
notices in all the residence halls.
The following student organizations volunteered time during
the coldest two weeks of the
semester to staff the food truck:
Alpha Delta PI, Alpha Omicron
Phi. Alpha Gamma Delta. Beta
Theta Pi. Delta Zeta. Fellowship
of Christian Athletes. Kappa
Alpha Theta, Phi Delta Theta, Pi
Beta Ilii. Residence Hall
Association. Sigma Chi. Student

Alumni Ambassadors and
Student Government
Association.
Thanks to the giving spirit of
the Eastern staff, students and
faculty the Kentucky River
Foothills Food Pantry was able
to help more people this holiday
season.
Lilly Jennings. Associate
I director, Alumni Relations &
Student Alumni Ambassadors
Advisor

Bloody Mary

m

SATURDAYS
$1.25 MUGS
11 a. m. -1 p. m.
$1.75 lp. m. -5 p. m.
Happy Hour Prices
All Day

EQMptfct Discs
Ineu & used|

WE PAY CASH DOR YOUR USID COS
wan '*>•,

Madison
Garden
■ ARaaaiii

recordsmi
WIEIE Till MIIIG aUnill
6235058
EKU BY PASS NEXT TO BANK ONE

Taste The
Magic
236 W. Main Street
Serving Richmond & E.K.U

1 large
1 Topping Pi

624-0404
•".
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Tech professor dies Jan. 11 ► CLASSIFIEDS
PROGRESS
after long bout with cancer
HELP WANTED;

According to Becky. Terry
loved teaching. He started teaclv
Managing editor
ing manufacturing courses and
A professor in the department worked in the industry for more
of technology passed away Jan. 11 than 20 years, then made the deciafter a battle with cancer.
sion to get his master's degree
Terry
l.ee
and pursue a
Adams, 54, joined
doctorate
the Eastern family
degree.
in August of 1997.
"He said
according
to
teaching
Adam*'
wife.
was more
Becky.
than just a
Terry was a
learning
member of the
experience,"
National
Becky said.
Becky Adams, Terry
Association of
Becky
Industrial
Adams' wife
added that
Technologists. He
her husband
received a bachestarted a saying, "Well, it's showlor's of science and master's of time" after he entered the classscience from Middle Tennessee room and closed the door, and
State University and a D.I.T. at gradually students began repeat•lie University of Northern Iowa. ing the saying.
He also attended Berea Baptist
"He loved the students, he loved
Church and was a veteran of the them coming by." Becky said.
U.S. army, serving in Vietnam.
According to Becky, Kastern
Becky said Terry was full of life. has been very helpful.
"He loved to fish." Becky said.
"The EKII family has really
"We fished together in a bass reached out to us he'd be really
tournament a few years ago."
proud." Becky said. "I'm sure he
"He was always laughing and is proud."
joking," Becky said.
Becky added that three football
BY JAHK VHSON

"He loved the
students, he
loved them
coining by."

Hatp! I need somebody! Madison
Garden

Photo submitted
Terry Adams served as a professor in the technology department.

players stopped by the hospital to
see her husband last Wednesday
night and left a signed hat with him.
"I'm sure going to miss him.
he was my best friend," Becky
said. "We shared everything."
In addition to his wife. Terry is
survived by one son, two daughters,
a mother and stepfather, one sister
and several nieces and nephews.
A memorial service was held at
Oldham. Roberts and Powell
Funeral Home in Richmond Jan.
12. Services were also held at
Woodfin Memorial Chapel in
Smyrna, Tenn. Jan. 14. Terry was
buried at Evergreen Cemetery in
Smyrna, Tenn.

► News Briefs
Microsoft Office training
sessions being offered
Eastern's
Division
of
Community and Workforce
Education is offering Microsoft
Office User Specialist training.
Those who complete the training
will be certified as a professional
end-user of Microsoft Office 2000.
The courses are 12 hours total
and cost $279. which covers textbooks and pre-testing software.
Word 2000 sessions will be
offered Feb. 5, 7 and 9 and April
30, May 2 and 4. F.xeel 2000
courses will be held April 2. 4 and
6. Powerpoint classes will be on
April Hi, 18 and 20. All classes will
be held from 1 to 5 p.m. in the
Perkins Building. For more information, call 622-1226.

Musical events planned
throughout January
Eastern is planning several
musical events for the month of
January. SAI, the women's music
sorority, will host a Musicale Jan.
18 at 8 p.m. in the (iifford
Theatre. Richard Morris will play
in a guest piano recital at 3 p.m.
Jan. 22 in the (iifford Theatre.
Joyce Wolf will perform in a family voice recital at 8 p.m. Jan. 25 in
the Gifford Theatre. For more
information call 622-3266. •

Community ed. courses
offered during spring
Eastern's
Division
of
Community and Workforce
Education is offering 140 comnui-

Whitlock making
speedy recovery
Vice
President
for
Administrative Affairs and
Finance
Doug
A
Whitlock is
making a m
A
speedy
recovery
and
is
expected
back
on
campus
soon.
according Doug WhWocfc
to his wife, had surgery
Joanne Dae. 8.
Whitlock.
secretary
for Athletics Information.
Vice President Whitlock
had triple bypass surgery on
Dec. 8 at Central Baptist
Hospital in Lexington.
Whitlock will go back to
the doctor on Friday and is
expected to be back in his
office on Monday.
"He's doing really good
right now." his wife said.
She said Whitlock's
surgery came before something worse, like a heart
attack, could happen.
"They caught it just in
time," she said.
nity education courses during the
spring semester. The classes
cover areas like computer training, personal development, professional development, arts and
crafts and recreation. The classes

Jan. 10
Christine
Fackler,
21,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with driving under the
influence.

Jan. 9

Isaac Whitaker reported his four
tires being deflated while his veliide
was left in the Commonwealth Ijot

A resident of Telford Hall
reported receiving harassing telephone calls.
Nicholas
Hundley,
19.
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana and possession of drug

News miter

The Teaching and Learning
Center is searching for its first
director. For the past three
semesters, the center has had two
co- acting directors. Bill Jones and
Hal BIythe.
A search for a director was
conducted last spring; however.
the three candidates were all
found unacceptable.
The search committee is looking for someone who is an outstanding teacher, has notable
interpersonal communication,
management and supervising
skills and has been published
sometime during their scholastic
career. Experience with technology is also preferred, such as having taught a class online in the
past.
The latest interviews were held
on Jan. 9 and 10. The search committee has narrowed it down to

two linalisis.
Nancy Hunt is one prospect.
She is the director of Teaching
and Learning Services at Lincoln
University in Canterbury, New
Zealand. Hunt received a bachelor's degree of science from
Columbus College in Columbus.
Georgia. She received her master's from Emery University in
Atlanta, and her doctorate was
received from Auburn University
in Alabama.
Doug Robertson is the second
finalist. Robertson is at the
University of Nevada at Las Vegas
where he is the director of a
Teaching and Learning Center.
He received his bachelor's degree
in cultural geography from the
University of Oregon, a master's
in environmental perception from
Syracuse University in New York,
where he also received his Ph.D.
in social geography.
The Teaching and Learning
Center was created so that profes-

Female Models to represent EKU,
(Spring Break Calendar) Details:
859-624-2727.
Now accepting applications for all
positions. Apply in person at
Madison Garden.

LOST ft FOUND;

generally cost between $10 and
$99. Pre-registration is required.
For more information call 6221228 or 1-888-401-1956.

Happy 21
2 si Birthday Jennifer!
(from your roommate.
a. Sara)

Faculty/staff members
needed to judge FBLA
Faculty and staff members are
needed to serve as judges for the
College of Business and
Technology's Region IV Future
Business Leaders of America
Conference on March 8. For
more information, call Jim Fisher
at 622-091 or e-mail him at busfishe@acs.eku.edu.

Michael Rose, from the department of philosophy at Florida
State University, will present the
next
lecture
in
the
"Contemplating an Entangled
Bank: Perspectives on the Idea of
Evolution" series. Roses' lecture
is titled "Evolution and Atheism:
A Match Made in Heaven?" and
will begin at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 25 in
Moore 116.

Morehead v. Eastern
in battle for blood
The fourth annual Battle for
Blood contest between Eastern
and Morehead State University
will be on Jan. 23 and 24. The
Eastern community will be able to
donate blood from 9:30 a.m. to 6
p.m. in the Powell Building lobby.
For more information call 6223855.

paraphernalia.
Jan. 3
Steven Boone, 22, Strunk. was
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Dec. 22
Rachel Carney, a resident of
Brockton Apartments, reported
having a personal check stolen
that was later made out and
deducted from her account.

sors would have a place to go if
they needed help with teaching
techniques. The center aids the
professors with integrating technology into their instruction and
is available for help in any area of
need or support.
The director of the new center
will be in charge of assisting
teachers on campus with any
needs they may have. The director's responsibilities will be to
seek out the faculty members that
are in need of assistance and conduct workshops along with oneon-one advising to help the faculty
member in need.
The final decision will be made
as soon as possible; however, as
of Tuesday, the search committee
was still trying to decide between
Robertson and Hunt.
The Teaching and Learning
Center is located in the Keen
Johnson Building and was officially opened for use this past
fall.

Are You Out Of
Shape?

Best parties, hotels and condos.
Lowest prices! www.myspringbreak.net 1-800-575-2026.

Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days
$279! Includes meals, parties!
Awesome
beaches,
nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Get group go free!! spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica from $3891 Air.
hotel, free meals, drinks! Award
winning company! Group leaders
free! Florida vacations $129!
spnngbreaktravel com
1 -800-678-6386.
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 5 days $279! Includes
meals and free parties! Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida!
Cancun and Jamaica
$439'
spnngbreaktravel.com 1800-678-6386.
Spring Break Panama City $1291
Boardwalk room with kitchen, next
to clubs! 7 parties - free drinks!
Daytona$159! South Beach $199!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-

Call The Eastern
Progress for
Classifieds at 622-1881.

Personal Training Programs
designed to meet your
individual needs begins
January 15, 2001.
M, W, & F; 12-1
For more information please
contact Dr. Major O 8164.
Department of Exercise and
Sport Science

^** I «« T

year
Custom Sportswear
. anwi R OF i RSI * *+* N
This week's question

Q What I $ Barbies
fill names
BP
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WIN A I 'It ' r-sitiR
On* Mn p« cuMomi

PART-TIME WORK
with
LIFE TIME BENEFITS

M»SC,;

TREE TUITION
*$ 8000 BONUS
'Officer Programs

Need to place a classified? Call us
at 622-1881 for information. We
must receive classifieds and payment by noon, Mondays for place.
ment that week.
Have a place for rant? Advertise
here cheaper! We must receive the
ad and payment by noon, Mondays
for placement that week.
Want to announce a birthday?
We will publish them in the classifieds for FREE! Call us at 622-1881
by noon, Mondays for placement
that week.

Positions Available
Military Police, Intelligence, Aviation Mechanics,
Electronics. Special Forces, etc.

1 -800-GO-GUARD

Rose to present lecture TRAVEL:
Jan. 25 in Moore Building Spring Break

Two candidates still on list
for teaching center director
BY RONICA BRANDENBURG

Pick up children 2:45 p.m., watch
in my home until 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Must have dependable car and references. 859-6242380 after 6 p.m.

Compiled by Jennifer Rogers

Compiled by Ronica Brandenburg

Heather I.arue reported clothing
stolen from a clothes dryer in
McGregor Hall.

Work at home. Mail Order /
Internet part time $1,500 a month ful time $5,000 a month, 1-888-5578171, www.DREAMJOBNOW com.

Camera - found outside of a classroom in the Combs Building, ask in
room 112.

► Police Beat: Dec. 22-Jan. 10
The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's
Division of Public Safety.

Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs.
Student Group*: Earn $1,000 $2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three-hour
tundraising
event.
No sales
required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888
923-3238, or visit www.campusfund raiser.com.

Attention
Faculty and Staff!

Panama City,
Daytona, South Beach, Florida.

KY NATIONAL GUARD

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Fountain Park Find
Church of God
5000 Secretariat Dr.
Phone:623-3511
Sun. School: 9:45 a.m.
W»w\hip Service: 10:45 a.m.
Sunday Evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service: 6 p.m.
First
Presbyterian
Church
(PCUSA)
330 W. Main St.
Phone: 623-5323
Church School: MB am.
Sun. Worship: II a.m.
Wed. Night Supper 6 p.m. (weekly
& no charge!)
Rap & Snack: Wed. 7:30 p.m. at the
EKU Powell Center Student Lounge
Bill Bailey. Pastor
Kimherly Sccrist Ashby. Associate
Pastor
Cary Ashby, Minister For Youth &
Campus
■Adopt-A-Student'- Program available: Cary will meet students each
Sunday between 10:30 & 10:45 a.m.
at the Powell Center Student Lounge
to walk to church together.
Richmond Church of Christ

713 W. Main Street
Phone: 623-8535
Bible classes: Sunday 9 a.m.
Worship: Sunday 10 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Colonels for Christ meet the second
Monday and Thursday each month,
from 12 p.m. to I p.m. (Lunch provided) in the Combs Bldg., room
310.
St Stephen Catholic Newman
Center
405 University Drive
Phone: 623-9400
Sun. Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper: 6 p.m. (SI.00)
Inquiry classes for becoming
Catholic: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for all students: Wed.
9 p.m.
Madison Hills Christian Church
960 Red House Rd.
Phone:623-0916
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Wednesday Wave: 6 p.m. (Labor
Day-Memorial Day)

Trinity Missionary

Baptist Church
2300 Lexington Rd.
Phone: 624-9436 or 623-6868
Sun.: 9:45 a.m.. 11 a.m, & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Youth & Prayer 7 p.m.
Kosedale Baptist Church
411 Westover Ave.
Phone:623-1771
Sunday School: 9 a.m.
Worship Sun.: 10:15 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wed. Pniyer Service: 7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
401 West Main St.
Phone: 623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:30 a.m.
& 10:50 a.m.

Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Wed. Night Live: 5:15 to 7:30 p.m.
Coffee House Sat. Night: 5:30 p.m.
and Message: 6 p.m.
First Alliance Church
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 624-9878
Sun. School :9:30 a.m.
Sun. Worship Services: 10:45 a.m. &

Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Contemporary Worship:
II am.
V\ estskk- Christian Church
Bcnnington Ct. (across from
Arlington)
Phone: 623-0382
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Worship: 10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
Transportation available
White Oak Pond Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd (at Goggins
Lane) Phone: 623-6515
Sunday Worship: 9 a.m. & 11 a.m.

Coffee Fellowship: Sunday 10 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:15 a.m.
Victory Christian Center
(non-denominational charismatic)
206 Victory Drive

Phone: 624-3553
Sunday: 10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Services for the hearing impaired
Wednesday Night Youth & Prayer Transportation available
Services: 7 p.m.
For free transportation to Sunday White Hal Baptist Church
morning services, call 624-9878.
3401 Colonel Road
Phone: 623-5965
Big HOI Avenue
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Christian Church
Sun. Worship: 10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
129 Big Hill Ave.
Wednesday Prayer Service: 7 p.m.
Phone: 623-1592 (office)
Phone:
623-6600
(answering First Christian Church
machine)
(Disciples of Christ)
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Main at Lancaster Ave.
Morning Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Phone: 623-4383
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Sunday Early Worship: (informal)
On Wednesday. Big Hill Christian 8:40 a.m.
Student Fellowship meets at 7 p.m.. Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Call the church office at one of the Sunday Worship: 10:40 a.m.
numbers listed above for transporta- College Bible Study: Tues., 9 p.m.
tion to meetings.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m.
Unitarian I Iniversalist Fellowship
"Where religion and reason meet"
209 St. George Street
Adult Meeting and Religious
Education for Children: Sun. 10:45
a.m. (For information call: 623-

Church of Christ

4614.)

461 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub., off
Goggins Lane - West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m. 10:20 a.m. and
6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 986-8555

St Thomas Lutheran Church
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 613-7254
Sun. Traditional Service: 8:30 a.m.

First Baptist Church
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 623-41)28
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.

The Eastern Progress is looking for a few
good ad reps. If you are interested, contact ad manager Angie Brumett at 1881.
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► Inside Sporto

Accent

Find out what
Spanky Parks's life is
like outside of
Eastern's basketball
program./Al 1
jMunria, 2001A5

The Eastern Progress

Jessica Turner, editor

Nathan BuHcck/Prograss

m 'Academic folklore' ••

Here are some scary
stories common
on university campuses:
1. Back seat axeA girl supposedly
is getting 9as ano<
goes inside to pay.
While she is
inside, a killer gets
into her back seat
with an axe and
murders her after
she gets back in
the car.
2. "Call 911"A girl is supposedly at a bar and
accepts a drink
from a guy. They
guy has laced her
drink with a drug
that renders her
unconscious. She
wakes up in a
bathtub packed in
ice. There is a
phone next to the
tub with a note on
it that says, "Call
911.'She looks
down to find her
kidneys have been
removed. The guy
supposedly took
her kidneys to so*.
3. Lights offIn this story, a
female college
student goes to
the library to
study. On her way
to the library, she
remembers one of
her books a still in
her room. She
goes back to get
the book and
doesn't turn on the
lights. When she
returns, the lights
are on and her
roommate has
been brutally murdered. The murderer left a message on the mirror
written in blood
that says. "Aren't
you glad you left
the lights offT

"The Curve" (19M)

BY JESSICA TURNER

Accent editor

At some point in higher education, nearly every college student has had a problematic
roommate. Some may have even
thought life would be a little
more bearable if the person who
took up half of their living space
was absent, or more specifically,
dead.
What if there was a rule
where educational institutions
awarded a 4.0 G.PA to roommate-widowed students?
Rumors like this are widespread among university campuses. College students eyerywbere have Heard the stories: if
your roommate dies, you get a
4.0 G.PA, if you have three or
more exams scheduled for one
day, you can get them rescheduled, the 10,15 and 20-minute
rules for students to wait on
instructors. And then there's the
category of supposed campus
ghosts.
One of these rumors is folklore; one is considered to be a
"common rule" and one is true.
The rest is for you to decide.
Grades over roommates
Michael Marsden, vice president of Academic Affairs, said
students do not automatically get
a 4.0 G.PA at Eastern if their
roommate dies. Marsden said
this rumor is nothing more than
"academic folklore.
"Most folklore starts out as
beliefs buried in mythology, to
try to explain the world we live
in," Marsden said. They are
superstitions that you can't
prove whether they're right or
wrong."
Marsden also said while these
stories are intriguing, they get
passed along through "FOFs,"
friends of friends, and they get
embellished a little each time
they're retold. He admitted he
has heard that rumor many
times himself.
Jan Harold Brunvand
explored this urban legend in his
book "Curses! Broiled Again!" In
this book Brunvand said he had
not found a university where this
specific legend was unheard of.
Brunvand did find, however.
\

variations on this theme, such as class.
This is a way for professors
the type of death (most stories
to allow some kind of leeway for
under this theme suggested the
roommate had to commit suicide their students," Rudick said. She
said she thinks this rule is recipin order for the school to grant
rocated between students and
the other a 4.0) and method of
compensation (some stories sug- instructors.
gested the lone roommates
Rescheduling exams
receive 3.5 G.PAs instead of
4.0s).
Students often turn into tickLeo Risenburg wrote an artiing
stress bombs when they
cle in The Chronicle of Higher
have more than one exam schedEducation" in 1998 called
uled for the same day. Imagine
"Hollywood Discovers an
having
Apocryphal
more
Legend:2
than
"Most folklore
films focus
three on
on suicide
one day
starts
out
as
beliefs
rules." In
during
this article
burled In mythology, finals
Risenburg
week.
analyzed
So if you
to
try
to
explain
the
the movies
have
"Dead Man
more
world we live In."
on
than
Campus"
Michael Marsden, vice president
three
and The
exams
of
Academic
Affairs
Curve." and
schedtheir simiuled for
lar plots based on this urban leg- the same day can you have
them
end.
rescheduled? Under the followRisenburg said in his article
ingstipulations, yes.
most colleges and universities
The Spring 2001 Schedule of
will compensate in some way for Classes
says on the final examithose affected by roommates'
nation
schedule,
"In the event
deaths, such as offer counseling
that students are scheduled for
and flexible work completion.
more than three final examinations on the same day, they may
The waiting game
request through their college
dean tbat the examinations in
Are you, as a student,
excess of three be rescheduled."
required to wait 10,15, or 20
minutes for your instructor to
show up? Not necessarily.
The Blue Lady"
Karen Rudick, associate proThe previous rumors were a
fessor in the speech and thetaste of "academic folklore," as
atre arts department, handed
Marsden called it. The following
out a syllabus to one of her
myth falls under another categoclasses this semester which
ry of Eastern legends, ghost stoexplained that because she is
an associate professor, her stu- nes.
Rumor has it that Eastern has
dents are asked to wait 15 minat least one known ghost. The
utes at the beginning of class
Blue Lady," who occasionally visbefore they leave if she is not
its the Pearl Buchanan Theatre
yet present.
and the bell tower in the Keen
"I don't know if it's a real rule
or not; I thought it was more of a Johnson Building.
The Blue Lady" is supposedcommon rule," Rudick said.
ly a murky vision of a lady wearShe said it was her undering a blue dress. Students began
standing that students wait 10
minutes for assistant professors, telling ghost stories about her in
the 19b0s. There are many theo15 minutes for associate profesries explaining her death, but no
sors and 20 minutes for a full
proof of where they originated.
professor before they can leave

k
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Some say she was an actor at
Eastern and hung herself before
the opening night of a play.
Or she caught a train before
the opening night of a play in
which she was cast as the lead
female.
Or she was killed in a car accident on her way to a performance.
Or she died around the '30s
when she committed suicide at
the end of a play.
Or she was practicing a scene
where her character committed
suicide.
James Moreton, theatre
department chair, said he doesn't know if any students have
been exposed to The Blue
Lady." He said he heard she died
during a show.
The students like to tell stories about her, but they exaggerate them every time they tell
another one," Moreton said. "I
think a lot of it's probably made
up."
The tunnel
Along the lines of spooky
Eastern rumors and legends is
the underground tunnel that
runs from the Powell Building to
the Keen Johnson Building,
which happens to be The Blue
Lady's" favorite visiting spot.
This is a real tunnel, still used
today by Eastern Dining
Services for food transportation.
Virginia King, employee of
dining services, said the tunnel
isn't a very long walk, and at the
end of it is an elevator that goes
right to the top of Keen Johnson.
"It (the tunnel) really isn't that
eerie, King said. "I don't get
scared. Most of it's used for storage anyway."
A December graduate of
Eastern said it was more than
just the tunnel that was frightening.
Carey Land, of Ashland, formerly worked for Eastern
Dining Services. She frequently
transported food through the
underground tunnel.
The tunnel wasn't that
scary," Land said. "It was the
Keen Johnson Building at night
that scared me."

leadkigcast:
Matthew LMard.
Michael Varton.
Randal BatJnkoff,
Keri Russell,
TarnaraCraig
Thomas
ptotTwo cokege
students kjl their
roommate in
hopes of 4.0
G.P.A.S.
-DaadManon
Campus" (19M)
leading cast Tom
Everett Scott,
Mark-Paul
Goeselar, Poppy
Montgomery,
Lochfyn Munro,
Randy Peartetein,
Corey Page
ptof. Two college
guys find a roommate to Mil himself
so they can get
4.0 Q.PAs.
Urban Legend"
(1«M)
director. Jamie
Blanks
leading cast: Jared
Leto, Alicia Witt,
Rebecca
Gayheart, Joshua
Jackson, Natasha
Qregson Wagner,
Loretta Oevine.
TaraRekJ
ptof. Acampus
psycho kJlte students based on
urban legends.
"Urben Legends:
Final Cut" (2000)
director John
Ottman
leading cast
Jennifer Morrison,
Matthew Davis,
HartBochner,
Loretta Devine,
Eva Mendes, Joey
Lawrence
ptot KlWngs based
on urban legends
occur on a coiege
movie set.
* not a sequel to
-Urban Legend."
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Karaoke: Groouin
to your own beat

GregSimma and Cart Ovarty atng Kriaa Kroaa's -Jump* at OChartey 'a.

TODAY
6 p.m.
3on3 Intramural Basketball
Tournament at Weaver
Gym.
6:30 p.m.
Women's basketball vs. UT
Martin at Martin. Tenn.
H::i() p.m.
Kickboxinit at the Baptist
Student Union.

8 p.m.
Paris Combo presented by
Kentucky Center for the
Arts at BomhardTheatre,
I-ouisvilkv

4 p.m.
Intramural basketball officials' meetings begin.

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

8:00 p.m.
Richard Morris piano recital
at Gifford Theatre.

3p.m.
Kastern alumni, organist
Tim Brumfeild performs at
First Christian Church.
Reception immediately following. Tickets $8 and $10.

7:45 p.m.
Supper and University Bible
Study at the BSU.

8 p.m.
SAI Musical)'

at Gifford

TtH-atre.

FRIDAY
Students disenrolled for
nonpayment.

Get ready to wail out your favorite
tunes, karaoke style. Every Tuesday
from 9 p.m. to midnight at O'Charley's,
on the Eastern Bypass, a karaoke night
will be held.
Mike Crisp, hosts
karaoke night and
DJ's in between Grab a
karaoke
perfor- mic
mances. Crisp also ocharfays
plays in the Lexington hosts
based band, Double karaoke
CrOSS which has every
Slaved several times Tuesday
ere at Eastern
'rom 9 p.m.
Shown here, theatre ,0 midnight
major Greg Simms, 21
of Lebanon, and freshman Carl Overly, 19, of Maysville, do
their best impressions of Kriss Kross's
"Jump."

Inn. New Circle Rd. in
Lexington. Buy, sell and
trade music and music
items. Call Kevin Kolkerth
at 1-937-548-8364 for information.

1 and 3 p.m.
Public tours of the Speed
Art Museum in I >>uisville.

5:45 p.m.
Womens basketball vs.
Murray State at Murray.

MONDAY

9 p.m.
Guitarist Scott Holt will play
at the Players Club. For
information call <>24-Hl 10.

Intramural basketball signups begin; end Wednesday.

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Music Expo at Continental

BSU Mission Applications
due for Ky. Baptist
Convention.

6:30 p.m.
KickboxinR at the BSU.

4 p.m.
Intramural basketball officials meeting.
6:30 p.m.
Kickboxing at the BSU.
8 p.m.
Stacia Chenoweth clarinet
recital at the Brock
Auditorium.

Two Locations!

worn

an individual vis* and $5 OFF a
five or more When you bring this ad in!

For the best tan in town, experience the difference.
Planet Sun.

IYOUR SPRIN<; BRKAK DISCOUNT VACA MO\]

The Daytona Welcome Center
It's wa

breakers!
■

Wf
CALL
1-800-881-9173
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NO ONE CAN BEAT OUR PRICES

9:15 p.m.
Sign Class at the BSU.
9:30 p.m.
VIVE! at
Building

the

Combs

Kentucky All "A" Classic
Basketball Tournament
begins at McBrayer Arena.
4 p.m.
Intramural basketball officials meeting.
5 p.m.
Bible study at BSU.
7 p.m.
Chinese New Year celebration at Case Annex.

Money motivated individualals needed
to promote products and events on
campus. The nation's leader in college
marketing is seeking an assertive,
energetic, entrepreneurial student to
promote products and events on
campus. We need proven money
makers...not people that think they

want to earn money!
* He you own boss!
* Set your own hours!
* Make what you're worth!
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

campusrepccpamericanpassaqe.com

■
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who said there are no
good | DSli1 3 J on campus?
The best bars on campus don't serve drinks, they serve their country. You see.

Caution: sine of our sauces
arc hotter than you think.

when you complete Army ROTC and graduate, you'll be an officer and get a set of
,

gold bars. (The kind you wear on your shoulder.) In the process, you'll have learned
how to think on your feet. Be part of a team. Even be a leader. And an Army ROTC
scholarship might have helped pay your way. Register for an Army ROTC class today.

Award-Winning Wings • 12 Signature Sauces

Because there's no better buzz than the sense of accomplishment.

Full Menu • Big Screens & Satellite TV • NTN Trivia
Hot Sports Action • 25 < Wings on Tuesdays

AH mY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Nty Nappy low • 4p*-tpa£ltpa-citst

A*
jet
T^TTST
Gawp"

•
w^t '**' No* void w
cry ctor cover w
olW or o* Tjndoyi
Eipi-M Jcnjo/y 3!
20CI

man

BUFFALO WILD WlNOI
""' (<* u a BAP ~

For More Information Contact Major McGuire
at 622-1215 or visit Rm 522 Begley Bldg

lidMM Mai* €24-2420
Next to i

Contact Allison Altizer, who's that? editor, if you Toiow an interesting student, faculty member or
Eastern employee on campus. Allison can be reached at 622-1882 or progress@acs.eku.edu.
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9p.m.-Midnight
Karaoke at O'Charley's.

WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY

Now has

Check out the two new StarPower, 52 bulb beds
with face and shoulder tanners. Plus the 140Q watt
standup Starship.
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PROGRESS

PLANET SUN

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Sha
Phillips or Jessica Griffin at
622-1882 or by e-mafl at
<progress@acs.eku.edu>.
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Jeasiai Griffin, editor
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Guitarist Scott Holt to perform at Players more
Napster
becomes
media friendly;

BY JesacAGwiw
Arts&stuff editor

Eric Clapton. Buddy Rich. David Bowie, and Carlos
Santana: What do the of these rock and blues legends
have in common? They have all been on stage and
performed with guitarist Scott Hoh. Who is Scott Holt?
He is a rock and blues guitarist from Lawrenceburg.
Tenn.. and will be performing at ThePlayers Gub in
Richmond. Saturday. Jan. 20. at 9 p.m.
Holt, 33. is an accomplished guitarist who played
with the legendary Buddy Rich (who influenced such
rock greats like Jimi Hendrix) for 10 years and is now
working on his solo career. His latest album. "Dark of
the Night." released in 1999. received critical acclaim.
"Dark of the Night" was produced by Eddie Kramer,
who also worked with Led Zepplin. the Rolling Stones
and Jimi Hendrix. Also featured on the album are
Mitch Mitchell and Billy Cox. members of the Jimi
Hendrix Experience, who accompany Hoh in a cover
of "Voodoo Chile."
If it seems as if the name Jimi Hendrix has popped
up too many times in the last few sentences, that is
because the late guitar genius was the main influence
on Holt's guitar playing. He discovered Hendrix at the

age of 19 and was inspired to learn to play. He has
been playing ever since.
Shortly after picking up the guitar. Hoh met Buddy rich.
"After seeing Buddy, there was never again any
doubt about what I wanted to do for the rest of my
life." Holt said.
The two made friends quickly, and soon Hoh was
touring with the band.
Playing with Rich gave Hoh the opportunity to meet
and even jam with Eric Clapton and many others.
"IVe never met a guitar legend who was rude. They
are always a lot of fun." said Hoh about playing with
the big stars. "That's just one of the fringe benefits of
this business."
Since the music business categorizes all artists and
bands with genres, Scott Hoh has been labeled blues
rock. Hoh thinks that the listener should decide what
kind of music it is. rather than have the genre stamped
on the label.
"I'd rather play the stuff and let you tell me what you
think it is," Holt said. "People always have preconceived notions about musk, and judge too quickly."
After the gig at Players, a local bar which has other
nationally known acts scheduled to play in the future.
Hoh will be returning to the studio. In two weeks he

saves reputation and
millions in lawsuits

Photo Submitted
Scott Holt, a a nationally know guitarist wil perform
at Players Saturday night at 9 p.m. Holt performed
with blues legend Buddy Rich for 10 years.
will record the follow-up to "Dark of the Night."

Hoh writes the music and lyrics, as well as sings.
His touring band members are drummer Tom Larsen
and keyboardist Gene Haffner. You can find more
information about them at ScottHoltOnBne.com.

"Finding Forrester^suffers generic plot, hails good acting
Qmm
Arts&stuff editor
BY JESSICA

•

The cast and crew of the recently
released movie "Finding Forrester"
have so many Oscars and Oscar nominations between them that it disguises
this flick as a must see when it is anything but. Actors Sean Connery. F.
Murray Abraham, and Anna Paquin
are all Oscar winners. Even director
Gus Van Sant was nominated in 1998
for "Good Will Hunting."
Other than the actors, who at least
had screen presence, this movie could
be summed up in one word; cliche.
How many times can Hollywood make
an "underprivileged boy genius
makes good movie and get away with
it? Especially when "Good Will
Hunting" was directed by the same
person. You would think they would
at least try to vary the plot
As it is, however, first-time screenplay writer. Mike Rich, may have just
as well rewritten the Oscar-winning
script of "Good Will Hunting."
Jamal Wallace (played by first-time
actor Rob Brown, who does well in
keeping up with his Oscar-winning
counterparts) is a 16-year-old AfricanAmerican boy from the Bronx. He
spends much of his time reading, writing, and playing basketball while

Photo Submitted
Oscar winner Sean Connery and Rob Brown give a stunning performance in
"Finding Forrester." However, the plot of the movie is unoriginal and boring.

attending public school.
Although he is extremely bright,
his teachers fail to realize how bright
he is, until his standardized test
results come in. He scores off the
charts and is approached by the prestigious Manhattan school, Mailor.
Before choosing to attend Mailor.
however, he is dared by his friends to

break into the apartment of a reclusive man who is often seen peeking
out of his top floor window. Jamal
accepts the dare and breaks in only to
leave his backpack full of written work
behind when he is chased out.
The reclusive man turns out to be
the Pulitzer Prize-winning author,
William Forrester (played by

Connery), who only published one
book, and has stayed behind closed
doors since the late 1950s. Forrester
critiques the written work in the backpack and then drops them out the window, only to land at Jamal's feet
Jamal returns to Forrester's apartment for more guidance with his writing, and boom! Friendships are made
and lives are changed.
The script suffers through weak jokes,
and a few laughs mostly in the scenes
when rapper Busta Rhymes (who plays
Jamal's brother) is around. Rhymes
adds some much needed comic relief
but still can't save the movie.
"Finding Forrester," lasting well
over two hours, will bore most audiences into submission, simply
because of the generic plot and poor
dialogue. Those audiences interested
in movies purely for acting ability will
find this movie mildly appealing, if
only because Connery, Abraham,
Paquin and even newcomer Rob
Brown are truly great actors.
In this season for Oscar nominations there should be no shortage of
good movies in the theatres, so
instead of watching "Finding
Forrester," watch something that
won't bore you to sleep, and wait for
it to come out on video.

Lars lllrich and Dr. Dre said
using Napster was stealing.
However, clicking on an icon and
waiting for a song to download sure
didn't feel the same as running out
of a record store with 10 CD's
stuffed under your shirt.
Now almost a year after the first
lawsuit was slapped on 19 year-old
Napster developer Shawn Fanning.
JESSICA GjorrlN and Napster shutdown was a fear
looming over the heads of interneti music lovers everywhere, I'm
glad to say that Napster is still open
for business.
Napster is now doing something it should have
done at it's inception: paying royalties to record companies. The first company to join this alliance is the
German media giant. Bertelsmann. Napster also offers
a direct link to CDNow.com. so users will be more likely to buy a CD rather than download it for free.
The link to CDNow.com is a great idea, but the fact
is many users were already using Napster to preview
material, then buy the entire album. According to an
article in "American Demographic." recent figures
prove that file sharing services such as Napster generate sales, instead of hurt them.
I never felt like a music thief because I always used
Napster in this manner. There is nothing worse than
spending 15 dollars on a CD and when you hear it you
realize it is nothing like what you expected. Napster is
there to prevent this. It only hurts the sale of records
that aren't worth listening to in the first place.
I personally think Shawn Fanning deserves the
Nobel Prize for making it so easy to decide whether
or not to buy a CD. And to think that the already
super-rich members of MetaUica thought Napster
was taking food from their mouths! MetaUica should
be paying Napster to promote their albums instead of
suing them for millions.
As a college student 1 was highly affected by all
the controversy surrounding Napster. The "American
Demographic" study said that 75 percent of college
students have downloaded music and 58 of them are
Napster users.
All the talk of banning it from college campuses
seemed to infringe on my rights. Now. it might not
say in the U.S. Constitution that Jessica Griffin has a
right to download music from home or from school,
but I would definitely feel a sense of loss if someone
were to take my Napster away from me.

Eastern Kentucky University Dining Services
Wants you!

• "v

KU

Know Your Options

any music, art* or Internet newe
JeMfca QrWIn at 622-1882

KU

It's not too late to Purchase a Meal Plan!
Eastern Kentucky University Dining Services wants to offer you the best
Dining experience possible. In doing so, we want to
inform you of the variety of programs we offer here at EKU!
You don't just
have to buy a
Meal Plan!
Stop by the Card
office in Powell
Building 16. and
buy either Meal
Plan Flex Dollars
or Optional Flex
Dollars
CALL
NOW

15 Meal Plan
This plan gives you 15 meals in the Top Floor Cafe each week throughout the semester, plus the
option for Meal Plan Flex Dollars. This plan is Perfect for those with a hearty appetite!
15 Meals w/ Meal Plan Flex Dollars
$995
15 Meals w/o Meal Plan Flex Dollars
$920

19 Mesl Plan
This plan gives you up to 19 meals in the Top
Floor Cafe each week throughout the semester,
and $100 in Flex Dollars! This is perfect for
freshman, sophomores, and athletes.
$1160

19 Meal Plan

10 Meal Plan
This plan gives you up to 10 meals in the Top
Floor Cafe each week throughout the semester,
and the option for $200 Flex Dollars.
Perfect for you upperclassman and students who
commute home on weekends.
10 Meals w/ Flex Dollars
10 Meals w/o Flex Dollars

$855
$755

8 Meal Plan
This plan gives you 8 meals to eat in the Top
Floor Cafe each week and the option for $250
Flex Dollars. Perfect for commuters and those
with smaller appetites!
8 Meals w/ Flex Dollars
8 Meals w/o Flex Dollars

$825
$699

150 Block Meal Plan
This gives you up to 150 meals to use at your
discretion throughout the Semester! This is
Perfect for those looking for optimal flexibility
and convenience!
150 Block Meal Plan

$825

turn* SALAO*

Try the
Fountain Food Court!
jf-ARAMMK
Any Questions or Comments?
Call (859) 622-3691

Clt+#C£

Located in the Lower Level of
Powell Building

Meal plans Pro-rated at time of Purchase

T

You don't just
have to buy a
Meal Plan!
Stop by the Card
office in Powell
Building 16. and
buy either Meal
Plan Flex Dollars
or Optional Flex
Dollars
CALL NOW- 3691

the pienvum yogurt
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who's that?

Christian band member
rocks campus with 'bigtone's

Dustin

BUOWHWHT

Allison Altizer, editor

BY ALUSON ALTBER
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Who's that/copy editor
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1 don't want to
waste a day
that 1 could ba
jftvlii^ to Qod.
I'm just trying
my boat to
struggle
throu^i this Hfa
and survtvo tho
way Qod would
want mo to aVo*
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Birthday: June 15,1980
Hometown: Hindman
Did you know:
Everage has played two
shows with Bleach, a
Kpular Christian rock
nd signed with
Forefront Records.

An Eastern student has dared
to dream, and now he is
reaping the rewards.
Dustin Everage, 20, of
Hindman. is the guitar player for
bigtone, a Christian rock band,
based in Pikeville. Recently, bigtone signed an 18-mo nth record
contract with Truetunes Records,
an independent record label.
The band has already produced a CD, and Truetunes will
distribute the album nationally
and set bigtone up with a tour.
Everage, a business management junior, joined bigtone a year
and a half ago. He began as a substitue guitarist,and eventually
became a member of the band.
The first show Everage played,
bigtone opened up for Bleach, a
popular Christian rock band
signed with Forefront Records.
The band plans to make an
impact with their music and message.
"Well the whole goal of bigtone is we realize there's a lot of
people in the world that hurt.
We've all experienced hurt and
pain in our lives, but we've also
experienced the tremendous joy
that God can bring, so we really
want to reach out and share God
on a level that people can understand," Everage said.
* A lot of times we get caught
up as Christians, in doctrine and
theology and all that. and we tend
to complicate things. We just really want to send a message of love
that God gives, and hope."
Everage said.
Actively involved in the Baptist
Student Union. Everage is a member of the worship service's praise
band. He practices with the praise
band once a week, and plays a
show or practices with bigtone
virtually every weekend.
"One weekend we played in
Ohio. I left (Richmond) Friday
after school, drove to Pikeville
Friday night and practiced, then
drove to Ohio Saturday night to

yy?
Robert C. Moody

MMIM

Madison
rarden

CHECK EXCHANGE
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• 56k Internet Accmt $17 95/mo
• Web Hosting
• Internet E-Conwnofot
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. Cellule* Service

Serwce Cenlar located in @Caf* 104 St George, Richmond 823-1300

Taylor's Sporting Goods
Jamie Gaddis/Progress
Dustin Everage is in his first year at Eastern. His band, bigtone, wil release its first album, Feb. 20 He also plays guitar for the BSU praise band

play. Then I went home to
Hindman that night, then back to
school Sunday. That's about an
average weekend for me."
Everage said.
Raised in a Christian home,
Everage went to church faithfully.
As a freshman in high school, he
experienced salvation. Everage
and his sister went forward in
church on the same day.
"She and I both accepted Jesus
that Sunday, then we were baptised the next Sunday evening,
which was Easter Sunday,"
Everage said.
Everage attributes his mother's support as the biggest influence in his life. "Without my parents, I don't know where I would
be, especially my mother. She

played a very big role in who I am
today," Everage said.
His mother was killed in a car
accident two years ago.
"That was the hardest of the
things I've been through in my
life. Not a day goes by that I don't
think about it. think about her. It's
just a hard thing, but praise God
that she was Christian. And she's
in heaven and I'm going to see
her again someday," Everage
said.
Everage's ultimate dream is to
go on tour permanently, spreading the message of God's love
worldwide.
To contact bigtone call (WHi)
478-2893 or visit their website at
http://www.bigtone.cjb.net.

This ain't no

Scott S. Truesdell
Valetta H. Browne

>

yaw neat
Payday Advance

Need a perm?
Want to
launch a new
hairstyle?
Give your
hair some
spring I runi

FRANCHISE

of Counsel

A nor nays at Law

♦ DUI ♦ Divorce ♦ Real Estate
623-6892
' Call for an appointment
101 Kast Irvine Street Richmond, KY 40475

/hit is an advertisement

IM KAIM'A ALPHA
SPRING RUSH 2001
Monday Commonwealth Hall 5-7 p. m.
Tuesday: Casino Night at top floor of Powell
5-7 p. m.
Wednesday: Powell Rec Center Pool Hall
5-7 p. m.
Thursday: Hemdon Lounge 5-7 p. m.

GREAT FOOD
with
IN- YOUR -FACE

ATTITUDE

Madison
Garden
IAM40NIII

JO's Precision
Cuts

Students bring in this ad
for 10% OFF perm or hair
color.
Ask for Elizabeth Doll
623-0557
227 W. Irvine St.

O.K1 Cab Co.

|

Don't ■-=. Let the O.K.
drink & ;|gxCab get you
drive! - • home alive!

Friday Bid Day
Commit Yourself to Excellence!
Rush Pike

624-CABS
624 - 2227

See us for
your
T-shirts
and lettering
TROPHIES
PLAQUES
CUSTOM
ENGRAVING
515 Leigh way Drive
College Park
Shopping Ctr
623-9517
Welcome Back,
EKU students!

www%

1059 BEREA RD.
RICHMOND, KY.
623-9580

FISHIN"
FOR
CHICKEN?
SAY YES
TO FISH &
CHICKEN
DINNERS
SHRIMP

&L

CHIC KEN'

PLATTER

CHICKEN'

FRIESQ CHICKF.N&TRIMS

Bite Size Shrimp,
Fries, Hush Pupi
& Cocktail Sauce

75

Chicken.Fries, Hush.
Puppies & Sweet & O 75

Sour Sauce
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FISH & FRIFS
Fish, Fries.
Hush Puppies &
Tartar Sauce

i
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B«XM Road. Rktvnond. Ky
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.
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portraits
done
with us.

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky 4047 5-3102

•Portraits
•Weddings
•Commercial
•Digital Services
•One Hour Photo
•Enlargements

Spring 2001 Fraternity Rush
JANUARY 22-26
Meet the Greeks in the main and upper levels of Powell
SUNDAY, JANUARY 21

Stephen

7:30-10 p.m.
All full time male students are invited to attend

Clarion Oqoarej • aiiceVnona KV • «?«

K
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Sha Phillips, editor
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All "A" returns to Eastern
BYSHAPWUJPS
Around&about editor

It's time again for thousands of
basketball fans to swarm onto
Eastern's campus for the
Kentucky Touchstone Energy AD
"A" Classic Tournament. For the
past 10 years fans and players
have visited Eastern to watch and
participate in the tournament.
Last year over 45,000 fans attended the Classic.
While the tournament began in
1980. Eastern and the City of
Richmond are in the 10th year of
hosting the Classic. This year the
events begin on Jan. 24 and last
through Jan. 28 in Alumni
Coliseum's McBrayer Arena.
The basketball tournament is
to give smaller high school students in Kentucky the opportunity
to compete with one another, to
showcase the athletes and provide Kentuckians with quality basketball.
The Classic is not only a basketball tournament for boys and
girls teams, it also offers scholarship opportunities, art and cheerleading competitions for Class "A"
schools. These schools across the
state have an enrollment of less
than 425 students in grades 10-12.

Class "A" seniors planning to mum bid for each item and if it is
attend any Kentucky institution of not met the item will go back on
higher education have had the the table.
opportunity to obtain aca"We would hope
demic scholarships since
to get it (each item)
the 1996-97 school year
sold before each halffrom the Classic. Since over
time," Clark said.
that first year the amount
The art competiof scholarships has grown 45,000
tion is for any Class
from $12,000 to $40,000 in fans
"A" student who submitted a cover design
the 1999-2000 year.
To raise money for the attended
for the tournament
Dollars for Scholars the All
program.
Lucie
scholarship program, a
Nelson, director of
silent auction will be held "A"
Community
and
with donated items such
Workforce Education,
said the winner will get
as a color television, digi- Classic.
tal camera, various auto$1,000.
There will also be an in-game
graphed footballs, including one
from Dan Marino, and an auto- cheerleading competition during
graphed basketball from Tubby the first round games played on
Smith.
Jan. 24 and 25. Any squad of the
The auction will begin Jan. 24 32 teams participating in the
at 9 a.m. with a table in the hall- Classic can compete, as long as all
way of McBrayer Arena, said Max cheerleaders meet the eligibility
Clark of Eventures Inc.. who is in guidelines.
charge of the marketing for the
Winners of the competition will
event
be announced during the third
The various items will be avail- game on Jan. 26. Squads will be
able for bidding and during each judged in two categories, spirit
halftime of each game of the and execution, by KAPOS certiClassic an item will be picked to fied judges. Trophies will be
auction away. The highest bidder awarded to the first, second and
will get the item. There is a mini- third places in both categories.

2001 Girls Tournament

2001 Boys Tournament
Region fi
Thurs 9 a.m.

Wed 5 p.m.

ed9a.m.

Fri noon

Fri 9 am.

Wed 10:30 a.m
SB*9a.m-r- Sat 10:30a.m.

iRfgktnll

Fri 6:30 pan.
Rpgion 3
Thurs 130 p.m

Region 13

Sun 1 p.m.
Championships

B3
A11
A6
A12
A8
A8

A6
A4
A4
A8
Jo's Precision Cuts A8
BKY T-Blades
A11
A4
Madison Garden
A3.A8.A8
Merle Norman
A9
Mocha Jo's
A3
Marketing
A12
Money
A6
NKU
A12
O.K. Cab
A8
O'Rileys
A12,AS|
I Picture Perfect
A8
Pizza Magia
A3
Planet Sun
A6
Recordsmith
A3
ROTC
A6
Snappy Tomato
A9
Salon 116
A12
Tayters Sporting
A8
Total Body TanrUng
A12.A12
Trophy World
A9
Truesdale
A8
UBS
A9
Wise Auto
A12

Need a JODY
Call 622-1881,
we're looking for ad
representatives.

Fri 930 p.m D-^.- 9
fThurs 9:30p.m
Sun 3 p.m.
Championships

RegkuLfi

Ad Index
O cafe
[Aero Tech
BW3's
Botany Bay
Captain D's
Chaple Services
Check Exchange
A8.A12
Daytona Welcome
Exercise
First Gear

Region 10
(Thurs 8 p.m.

Rflgiun H

Region fi
Wed 930 a.m.

Region Ifi
Wed 1:30 p.m.

Sat 2:30 p.m.

Region 12
Thurs noon

Fri 1:30 pjn.

Fri 10:30 a.m

Ration 1
Sat 1 p.m

Region 2

Region 3

■ratonll

rhurs 6:30p.m.

Region 5

Region 10
Wed 8 a.m.

Wed noon

Fri 8 p.m

Region 2
Thurs 10:30 a.m

Rfgkin.r)

Region 9

Region 7
Fri 5 p.m.

Region 1
Wed 6:30p.m.

Region 14

Wed 5 p.m.

Region 16—

Region 15

Region R
Weginn &

Without volunteers from the
Richmond community the tournament would not be a success, said
Lori Barnes, assistant director of
Richmond Tourism. Barnes said
every year the tournament gets
about 200 volunteers.
She said the Classic gets many
repeat volunteers from Greek
organizations from Eastern, the
Lions' Club and local banks.
Many local businesses donate
to the Classic also. Barnes said.
Richmond businesses benefit
from the out-of-towners that come
to the tournament. Barnes said
every hotel gets booked in
Richmond.
"It's great for hotels and the
money it brings in (to
Richmond)." Barnes said.
Along with all of the fans
attending the Classic comes parking problems for Eastern students.
Nelson said parking is on a
tirst-come-first-serve basis.
"We try to encourage students
to arrive early (during the tournament)," Nelson said.
Alternate or overflow parking
is available in the Ashland and
Carter parking lots.

Retriim 4
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\^ Involution: Many prop clhn %, om uli ■

FSU professor
continues series
Bv SHA PHILLIPS
Around&about editor

the moment. But, he was brought
up as a Quaker.
"For most people, most reliCan evolution and religion
gious
people, science is as it is.
coexist?
Michael Ruse, a professor in Most religious people feel we
should follow our (iod-given gifts
philosophy at Florida
of reason and observaState University, says they
tion and dial's an end to
can.
it." Ruse said. There are
"Really and truly
a lot of Americans who
because you believe in
don't feel that way. who
science doesn't mean to
feel very strongly that
say you can't believe in
God's way is antinevolu
religion or conversely,
tion, pro-capital punishjust because you are a
ment and those sort ot
Christian doesn't mean
things. And I basically
you can't believe in evoluthink that that's just sim
tion." Ruse said.
ply a mistake."
He is a continuing part
Bruce
of Eastern's Chautauqua
Mad-aren,
professor of
lecture
Series
titled
"Contemplating an Entangled earth sciences, said Ruse was
Bank, 'Perspectives on the Idea of chosen to speak in the series
because he is a highly regarded
Evolution.""
Ruse will speak about scholar of Darwin.
"He is also a highly sought"Evolution and Atheism: A Match
Made in Heaven?" at 7:30 p.m. on after speaker and highly regarded
writer." MacLaren said.
Jan. 25 in Moore. Room 116.
Ruse just had a book published
Ruse said he wants people to
understand it is possible to be by the Cambridge University
Press titled "Can a Darwinian be a
religious and an evolutionist
Christian?"
He has also been
"This is something particularly
for an American audience teaching philosophy and doing
because the rest of the world has research at FSU for six months.
long accepted that you can be an Ruse is currently teaching a class
evolutionist and a Christian at the on science and religion.
Before going to FSU he taught
same time," Ruse said. "A lot of
Americans, particularly American at the University of Guelph in
Protestants and American Ontario for 35 years. He graduatProtestants in the South, are far ed from the University of Bristol
from convinced that is so. So I'm in England.
MacLaren said Ruse has an
going to try to show them that it
energetic and entertaining lecture
is a possibility."
While Ruse said he believes style.
"He will give a rich underthat Charles Darwin is right and
that evolution occurred, he does standing of evolution from a phinot have any religious affiliation at losophy basis," MacLaren said.

1 Large 1 Topping
PIZZA
$5.99plus tax

Tftirstif

Free Delivery
Campus delivery
Carryout w/ Student ID

Thursday

University flopping Center
corner ot Bypass and Lancaster

625-1333
i Trophies
' Awards

750 Bud Light
bottles til 11 p.m.
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Engraving
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Colonel Club
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150 East Main Street
Richmond, Ky.
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University Book & Supply

GIFT
Sensations!
UNIVERSITY
BOOK & SUPPLY

Give the
gift of beauty...

LOOK FOR UBS
KEY CARD

1090 Lancaster Rd.
Choose the perfect gift for skin.
body. eyes, lips and nails, plus a

624-0220

promotions
at
www.ubs-eku.com

Kcn(-sa(ional candle. IJc-jyiu.

affordable and wrapped for giving.

Merle
Norman
Cosmetics
839 Eastern
ByPass
Richmond,
KY
859-624-9825

The
Picket
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120 S.Kceneland
Dr.
Richmond,
Ky
85*626-9811

Mon-Sat 10 a.m -7 p.m.
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Last day for a full refund in Jan. 20
Have a campus event or activity
for What's on Tap? Call Sha or
Jessica Griffin at 622-1882.
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The Eastern

Ravens
win their
way-dirty Colonels

Second Half Headaches

Once or twice a year I am
wrong. 11 doesn't happen often,
but nobody is perfect. I said last
week that both the men's and
women's basketball teams had a
shot at the OVC title this year.
After this past
weekend's
homestand
against
Tennessee State
and Austin Peay,
I have been
proven half
wrong.
Travis Ford's
Colonels are
still one or two DANIEL PREKOPA
more years
Rim Shot
away from
being a contender in the OVC. While I was
wrong by saying they could win
the title, I was right when I said
they are a fun team to watch.
The Colonels did put on quite a
show in McBrayer arena last
Thursday and Saturday night.
The Colonels could have beaten
State, and almost did. but the
youth on the team hurt their
chances as the Tigers clawed
back into the game and wore
down the Colonels.
Austin Peay is the defending
conference champion and has
more talent than the Colonels
right now. However, the scrappy
Colonels gave the Governors a
scare and played up to their level
for 38 minutes before some good
shooting by the Govs ended
Eastern's run.
The energy in McBrayer arena
was so thick Saturday night that
even I could feel it I had the feeling that if Eastern had won that
game with a last-second shot,
then one of those mayhem celebrations would have followed.
The crowd was energized by the
team's performance, which was
really an exciting thing to watch.
If even more people can show up
to the games and be just as enthusiastic as the crowd Saturday
night, then Eastern will be one of
the more feared places to play in
the conference.
I si ill say the women's team
has the best shot of winning the
conference. After a disappointing
loss at Tennessee Tech, a game
they could have won, the Lady
Colonels dominated State and
Austin Peay to build some
momentum in the conference.
Head Coach Larry Joe Inman
probably has one of his more talented teams on the floor this year.
Their starting lineup is one of the
best in the conference and their
depth means that they can run the
floor and keep fresh legs against
anybody.

Super Dud

fall twice
in final
minutes
BY DAMEL PREKOPA

Sports editor
After disappointing home losses to Tennessee State and Austin
Peay last week. Eastern Head
Coach Travis Ford had some
hope for the future.
"In three to four years, we
could be winning these games,"
Ford said.
Ford was making reference to
the fact that youth and inexperience were major factors in the
Colonel's 95-80 loss to State last
Thursday and their 81-73 heartbreaker to Austin Peay Saturday
night
In both games, the Colonels (67,0-3) lost early leads and were in
position to win until the final
minute of the contests.
John White's 3-point shot and a
Lavoris Jerry steal and dunk
capped an early 9-0 run for the
Colonels and helped them to a 1911 lead over the Tigers. The lead
was extended to 31-19 with 7:04
left in the first half after another
White 3-pointer.
The Tigers then used a frustrating defense, and rode die hot
shooting of John Gilmore, Jamie
Roberts and Garrett Richardson
to come back and beat the
Colonels.
Early foul trouble by the
Colonels did not help their cause
as the Tigers completed 27 of 38
free throw attempts for the game.
"(The foul trouble) contributed
to us losing a big lead in the first
half," Ford said. "We were just
trying to survive in that first half."
"It was just one of those
games. It unfortunately came in
this game," Ford said.
Tigers Head Coach Nolan
Richardson III admitted his team

Demetriace Moore/Progress
The Colonel* mad* a good stand against the No. 1 ranked team in the Ohio Valley Conference Saturday night, but it was all for naught
did not play as well as they are
capable of playing.
"I think at the beginning we
stayed in the game and then
Roberts started hitting the shots
we expect him to make,"
Richardson said.
Roberts was held by the
Colonels to score only 6 total
points in the first half. He then
exploded in the second half by
shooting 5 of 7 shots, including 3
of 6 from 3-point range to score 17
of his 23 total points in the second
half.
Also scoring over 20 points for
the Tigers were Gilmore and
Richardson. Richardson scored 25
points to lead all scorers and
Gilmore scored 24 points.
Gilmore kept the Tigers alive
in the first half. In the second half
though. Gilmore sat on the bench
almost half the time with foul

trouble and a bruised elbow.
However, with a 78-74 lead
with 2:28 to play, Gilmore came
back into the Tiger lineup and
immediately made a layup to
extend their lead to 6 points.
White, the leading scorer for
the Colonels with 24 points, said
Roberts did not beat the Colonels.
"We beat ourselves tonight."
White said.
Also scoring in double figures
for the Colonels was Jerry with 22
points and Spanky Parks with 16.
"I'm proud of our effort," Ford
said. "We just got beat by a much
better team."
The Colonels used good passing and dominating rebounding in
the beginning of the game to grab
an early 6-0 lead. Austin Peay
fought their way back into the
game and grabbed their first lead,
14-13 with 12:03 left to play in the

first halt
Peay's star forward Trenton
Hassell was held to only 10 points
and two rebounds at the half.
However, there were some
questionable officiating calls that
could have turned the tide of the
game either way.
Near the end of the first half,
Eastern trailed 34-38 and had
what appeared to be a foul on a
layup and a possible 3-point play.
However, Eastern was called for
the offensive foul instead and had
to settle for a halftone score of 3640. A similar situation came up in
the second half and this time
there was no call on an offensive
foul by Austin Peay.
Ford said the questionable officiating calls were not the difference in the game. He pointed to
two Nick Stapleton deep 3-point
shots late in the game as the

momentum turn that sealed the
win for the Govs.
"I hope (Peay) make the
NCAA tourney either by winning
the conference or just getting in,"
Ford said. "They are a top-30
team in the country without a
doubt."
The leading scorer for the
Govs was Hassell with 21 points
but he needed 40 minutes to do it.
Joe Williams scored 20 points and
pulled down 16 rebounds. Also
scoring in double figures for the
Govs were Stapleton with 13 and
Theanthony Haymon with 11.
Eastern had four players score
in double figures. Jerry led the
way with 16 points, Clinton Sims
had 15 points and Richard Gaston
and White both scored 12.
"I hope they don't get down
because these guys want to win
so bad," Ford said.

Lady Colonels dominate
both State, Austin Peay
BY ROBB JORDAN

Assistant sports editor
It may not have been the
Fourth of July, but there certainly
were some fireworks in McBrayer
Arena this past weekend as
Eastern opened the home portion
of their Ohio Valley Conference
schedule.
The lady Colonels entered the
weekend homestand averaging 87
points per game, anking first in
the OVC. But average hardly
describes a weekend which saw
the team light up the scoreboard
for 199 points in two games, on
their way to beating Tennessee
State 107-96, and Austin Peay by a
92-77 count.
Thursday night saw Tennessee
State roll into town.
The Lady Tigers came into the
game fresh off a 35 point victory
over Eastern Illinois. Both teams
stayed close in the opening minutes, before Eastern rallied to
take a 15-4 lead at the 15:31 mark.
State closed the gap to three at
25-22 with 7:57 left. But a Jill
Perry layup and a three-pointer by
Charlotte Sizemore put Eastern
up by 6, at 30-24 with 6:39 left. But
the Lady Tigers continued to nip
at Eastern's heels. State finally
caught the Lady Colonels with
1:30 left in the half, as Taurus
Pyles hit a layup to even the score
at 39 apiece. But the Lady
Colonels closed strong.
Freshman guard Katie Kelly
hit a three-pointer and forward

For the first time in history, I
am not going to watch the Super
Bowl. The absolute worst scenario for the NFL has happened.
The Super Bowl in Tampa, Fla.
this year matches the Baltimore
Ravens and the New York Giants.
The Baltimore Ravens used to
be the Cleveland Browns. That
was before owner Art Modell
moved the team to Baltimore in
1995 because the city promised
him a new stadium and a boatload
of cash. Because of Modell, one of
the most storied franchises in
NFL history is rebuilding and he
is now in the Super Bowl, something he couldn't do for the city of
Cleveland.
Their defensive leader, Ray
Lewis, was tried this past year for
murder but got off on a plea bargain and was only convicted of
obstruction of justice. Despite
being convicted of a crime, he
was not suspended by the league
or the Ravens. Instead, he has led
his defense, and his team, to the
Super Bowl and everybody thinks
► Sports Briefs
this is right?
As much as I hate to say it, I
Crystal Mason leaves
want New York to win. Despite
the fact that I'm skk of New York
Lady Colonels
teams winning championships, I
Lady Colonels center Crystal
like the Giants because they are
Mason
left the team last week.
the perennial underdog and I
In an official statement. Mason
respect their coach Jim Fassel
said she felt she wasn't getting a
and how his players are winning.
chance to prove herself on the
The Giants didn't have to
team.
injure Dannie Culpepper to beat
She said because of two
the Minnesota Vikings yesterday,
senior starters, Candice Finley
unlike the Ravens who had the
and Larrya Wall, she was not get300-pound plus Tony Siragusa
ting as much playing time as she
dive-bomb Oakland's Rich
would have liked. When she did,
Gannon and knock him out of the
if she made a mistake she would
game. The hit was obviously not
only intentional, but it is dirty play immediately be benched while
by the unsportsmanlike Ravens. If the starters would not be
the Ravens win two weeks from
benched for their mistakes.
"Playing at Eastern just wasn't
now. God help the NFL

(

Leigh Carr sank a pair of free
throws to extend the lead to 4439.
Pyles ended the first half with
two of her 15 first half points to
cut the lead to 44-41 at the break.
The second half saw State
explode out of the gate, en route
to an 11-0 nm and an eight point
lead at 52-44 by the 17:36 mark.
But Eastern responded with an 80 run of its own. bookended by
three pointers from Sizemore and
Mikki Bond.
The Lady Colonels finally
regained the lead on another
Bond three-pointer with 15:13
remaining.
Eastern's lead would be tested
as the I-ady Tigers closed to within two points twice around the
nine minute mark. But the Lady
Colonels closed strong, scoring
30 points over the final 8:45, en
route to a 64 point half and an 11
point victory. 107-96.
The 107 points marked the
third time this season the Lady
Colonels topped the 100 point
total. Charlotte Sizemore led
Eastern with 22 points, while
Kelly chipped in with 16 as five
players scored in double figures.
The I-ady Tigers were led by
Angela Hassell's 31 points and 10
rebounds, while Pyles scored 21.
Coach Larry Joe Inman was disappointed with the defensive effort,
citing a lack of defensive effort and
carelessness in handling the basketball.

"We did some positive things
offensively, but we didn't take
care of the basketball, we had 20
turnovers" said Inman. "We're
gonna work on playing better
defense."
Saturday saw the Lady
Colonels welcome a tough Austin
Peay team to McBrayer Arena.
Peay entered the game led by
guard Brooke Armistead, the second leading scorer in the OVC.
Once again. Eastern found
themselves in a tight game, with
six ties in the first nine minutes.
The Lady Colonels had a one
point lead at 19-18 when forward
Synisha Smith was called for a
technical foul.
Coach Inman was also hit with
a technical while arguing the call.
Peay hit 4-6 free throws, then
added a Paige Smith three-pointer
and a layup by Jocelyn Duke to
cap a nine point run. But the
Lady Colonels battled back to tie
the game at 33-33 with three minutes remaining.
Smith's three-pointer put
Eastern ahead 39-38, and capped
an extremely close half which saw
nine ties and five lead changes.
Charlotte Sizemore registered a
game high 12 points to lead
Eastern, while the Lady Govs had
three double figure scorers, led
by Armistead's 11.
The opening part of the second
half saw the close battle continue.
Eastern surged ahead by 5 twice
in the opening minutes, but Peay

fun anymore," Mason said. "I
decided I need to focus on my
grades and my career."
Mason averaged 1.3 points and
0.9 rebounds per game this season.

per game and Stapleton is averaging
19.2.
Hassell reached his average
against the Colonels and had to play
the whole game in order to do so.
The scouts seemed impressed by
the performance given by Eastern's
stars Lavoris Jerry and Clinton Sims.
Jerry was the leading scorer for
the Colonels with 16 points and Sims
scored 15 points and grabbed 14
rebounds.

Scouts sighted

Several NBA scouts were seen
at the men's game Saturday night
against Austin Peay. The three
teams represented at the game
were the Toronto Raptors, the
Phoenix Suns and the Indiana
Pacers.
The scouts were there to watch Austin
Peay stars Trenton Hassell and Nick
Stapleton.
Hassell is averaging 21.0 points

A team effort

Acting Athletics Director Chip
Smith wanted to stress that when
he was quoted in last week's issue
of The Eastern Progress about
wanting to continue the programs

Progress file photo
Mikkl Bond (left) and the Lady Colonels destroyed the Tennessee State
Tigers and the Austin Peay Governors over the weekend.
would close the gap.
By the 13 minute mark, the
lead had switched hands five
more times. Eastern led by one.
60-59 with 11:30 remaining, when
Kelly went on a tear, scoring
seven straight points.
Candice Finley then came alive
to add four straight, and the Lady
Colonels pushed the lead to 12,
71-59 with 8:17 remaining.
Peay never threatened again,
as Eastern held a double digit
lead the rest of the way, prevailing 92-77. After only scoring two
points in the first half, Finley
exploded for 16 in the second, on
her way to 18 points for the
game.
Sizemore led Eastern with 22
points, and Kelly added 13.
Teresa McNair recorded 10
rebounds to pace the team.
Duke notched a double-double, with 22 points and 11

rebounds to lead Peay in a losing
effort.
Inman was pleased with the
way his team responded to the
Tennessee State game. He noted
that the defensive effort in the second half helped the squad overcome the closeness of the game.
Inman also complimented his
substitutes on providing a muchneeded boost.
"We were more patient on
offense. We were unselfish and
played well." He said "We played
really well in the second half. We
played better defensively."
With the two wins, the I,ady
Colonels improved to 10-4, and 21 in OVC play.
The team will hit the road this
weekend facing TennesseeMartin on Thursday and Murray
State on Saturday. They will look
to continue their four-game winning streak.

established at Eastern; "we" actually meant the entire athletics
staff instead of just himself and
former Athletics Director Jeff
Long.
"I want to make it clear that
the programs and policies that
were established were not the
product of just two people," Smith
said in an e-mail. "Derita Ratcliffe
and Dan McBride are the other
two members of the athleticadministrative staff who have
worked energetically to improve
and strengthen Colonel athletics."
Smith also wanted to recognize the several coaches and staff
in Eastern athletics.

Lady Colonels honored

Two Lady Colonels, junior
Charlotte Sizemore and freshman Katie Kelly earned OVC
honors for their performances
against Tennessee State and
Austin Peay this week.
Sizemore was named OVC CoPlayer of the Week along with
UT-Martin's Kelly Pendleton.
Sizemore averaged 22 points per
game and shot 58.1 percent from
the field, including 53.8 percent
from three-point range.
Kelly earned her second OVC
Rookie of the Week honor after
averaging 14.5 points, 3
rebounds, 4 assists, one steal and
21.5 minutes per game.
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Women's team wins again; Parks
beats Morehead State 85-79 looking
Rose JORDAN
Assistant spoils editor
BY

MOREHEAD—There's an old
saying. "When you're hot you're
hot" If that's the case, the Lady
Colonels entered Tuesday's game
at Morehead State on fire. Fresh
off a weekend homestand "where
they put up 199 points in 2 games,
beating Tennessee State and
Austin Peay. But sometimes, playing on the road can have a very
chilling effect on a team.
Eastern scored the first seven
points in the game, and raced out
to a 10-2 lead at the 16:40 mark.
But the Lady Eagles gradually
crept back into the game.
Eastern held a 21-16 lead at the
12 minute mark. But Morehead
kept gaining. The Lady Eagles
took advantage of a poor shooting performance by the Lady
Colonels and slid into a 44-37
hahlime lead.
"I didn't think we shot the ball
well in the first half." said Head
Coach Larry Joe Inman.
The early minutes of the sec-

ond half saw the Lady Colonels
continue to struggle. Morehead
stretched the lead to 52-42 with
15:33 remaining. But this time it
was Eastern's turn to gradually
climb back. Buoyed by excellent
free-throw shooting and an outstanding defensive effort that
forced Morehead into 22 second
half turnovers. Eastern kept pace
with the Lady Eagles.
Morehead ching to a 10 point
lead at 58-48. but the Lady
Colonels exploded for an 11-0 run
that catapulted them into the lead
at 59-58. The teams would stay
close throughout the closing minutes.
Eastern's depth and balanced
attack gradually took it's toll on
the Lady Eagles. Candice Finley
scored 16 of her 21 points in the
second half, including 6-7 from
the foul line. Katie Kelly continued to contribute off the bench,
finishing with 11 points. Larrya
Wall pulled down 6 rebounds and
supplied an excellent defensive
effort

"Candice and Larrya are a little
sick, but they stepped up big for
us." said Imman.
The teams remained deadlocked at 72-72 with just under
four minutes remaining, but
Eastern closed strong.
Kin ley scored six points in the
closing minutes, and Kelly hit
four critical free throws as
Eastern pulled away at the end to
win 85-79.
"I think towards the end we
were holding the ball, and any
time you go to the free throw line,
it's a gift. You gotta take advantage of that" Inman said.
The Lady Colonels continue
their road trip today as they journey to Tennessee-Martin for
another OVC Clash. From there.
Eastern heads back across state
lines for a Saturday match-up with
the Murray State Racers.
"We have a lot of confidence in
our defense," Inman said. "When
our defense plays like it's capable
of playing, it forces a lot of opportunities for us."

Colonels fall 0-4 in conference
BY ROM JORDAN

Assistant sports editor

MOREHEAD—A four game losing streak isn't quite how Coach
Travis Ford imagined his team
beginning
Ohio
Valley
Conference play. So the Colonels'
top priority going into Tuesday's
road matchup with Morehead
State was to get the precious first
win conference play.
Both teams had plenty of
incentive going into Tuesday's
match-up. Last season saw the
teams split their head-to-head
series, with the road team proving
victorious in both affairs. Eastern
won a nailbiter at Morehead. 7372 but the Eagles returned the
favor by upending the Colonels
79-76 at McBrayer Arena
The Colonels kept pace with
Morehead early on. as the teams
hit the 16 minute marked knotted
at 12.
The Eagles hit a pair of quick
baskets to pull ahead 16-12, but
the Colonels continued to haunt
the Eagles. Eastern used a six
point run to take the lead at 23-21,
but Ted Hendricks of the Eagles
scored five of his 13 first half
points to put Morehead back on
top.
Hendricks' points sparked a
15-7 Morehead run which
stretched Ihe lead to double digits
at 38-27. Clinton Sims hit a pair of
free throws to cut the Eagle lead
to 9. Following a Morehead free

throw, Spanky Parks converted a
three point play to bring the
Colonels within 7. 39-32.
Morehead scored the next 6
points to lead at halftime 49-40.
"In the first half, we kept running our offense 30 feet from the
basket" said Coach Travis Ford.
The Colonels came out smoking in the second half, reeling off
eight straight points to cut the
lead to one, 49-48. The Eagles
responded with a 102 run of their
own. bringing the lead back to
nine, 59-50 with 15:19 remaining.
The Eagles would hold the
lead between 9 and 13 throughout
most of the half. The lead stood
at 83-69 with 5:19 remaining,
when Eastern began a mad rally.
John White hit a pair of threes
and Lavoris Jerry turned in six
consecutive points as the
Colonels closed to 87-82 with 1:39
remaining. Sims hit a layup to
bring the Colonels within three
with 53 seconds remaining, but
the Colonels would draw no closer Jerry dribbled the ball off his
foot with 22 seconds, and Eastern
was forced to fouL
"We were bringing Lavoris off
a double screen, and get a flare
for John White." Ford said.
"Lavoris was very upset in the
locker room, but 1 looked at him
and told him if it wasn't for him.
we wouldn't even be in the game."
Ricky Minard and Iker Lopez
hit all four of their free throws as

Eastern v*.
UT-Martin
: 5:30 p.m. Woman's
7:30 p.m. Man's
: Martin. Tarav

Morehead held on for the 91-84
win.
"It's amazing that we had a
chance." Ford said. "You gotta
give Morehead a lot of credit, but
we just stood around on offense."
Jerry lead five Colonels in double figures with 19. Philip Taylor
added 13 points and seven
rebounds, and Sims and White
each notched 12.
"I thought it was an exciting
game," Morehead Coach Kyle
Macy said. "To Eastern's credit,
they played hard for 40 minutes
and Travis is doing a fine job."
The Colonels continue their
road trip today as they visit
Tennessee-Martin. Next, they go
to Murray for a Saturday Night
date with perennial conference
powerhouse Murray State. We
ain't got our heads down," said
Taylor, "We're ready to play."
Ford echoed those words in
his comments.
These guys are dying for a
win." Ford said. "They want to
win so bad."

Grigsby
finishes
in first

toward
degree

BY DAUB. PWEKO»A

Sportsedhor

When he was young, Adrian
Parks' fat cheeks prompted his
uncle to give him the nickname
-Spanky."
The name has stuck ever
since, even when Allan Hancock
Junior College in Santa Maria,
Calif, recruited Parks and when
he was recruited by Eastern this
past summer.
"It's just stuck with me." Parks
said.
As a junior this year, Parks is a
forward and the third-leading
scorer for the Colonels averaging
13.5 points per game. In his high
school days at Belmont High
School in his hometown of
Dayton, Ohio, he averaged 27.3
points, 5.6 assists and 7.2
rebounds per game.
As a sophomore last year at
Allan Hancock, he averaged 22.1
points, 6.5 rebounds and 4.5
assists per game.
Parks said his biggest influences to play basketball were
NBA stars Magic Johnson,
Dominique Wilkens and Michael
Jordan. He said watching the
NBA and college basketball developed his love for the game.
"I used to watch college basketball too," Parks said. "I always
loved college basketball."
Parks said when he was
recruited by Eastern, he wanted
to come because of the new
coaching staff and the new players that were brought in.
"I felt it would be a good opportunity (to come to Eastern)."
Parks said. "It seemed like an
interesting situation."
So far, Parks said he hasn't
regretted his decision to come to
Eastern. He regards Head Coach
Travis Ford highly.
"(Ford) taught me a lot of
things on and off the court."
Parks said. "He's a good mentor
and coach. He's making me a
better player and a better per-

Demetnace Moore/Progress
Junior forward Adrian "Spanky" Parks is the third-leading scorer (or the
Colonels this season averaging 13.5 points per game.
son.

Parks said while losing the
past few games has been tough,
he knows brighter days are ahead
under Ford's guidance.
"Give us one more year." Parks
said. "We all got to get to know
each other better...players and
coaches."
Parks said Ford has the program going in the right direction.
"Knowing coach (Ford)
though, hell have this program
rolling in 2-3 years," Parks said.
"He's on the road to growing a
good future for EKU basketball."
Parks was pleased by the
Colonel's 81-73 loss to defending
conference champion Austin Peay
last Saturday.
"That was one of the best
games our team competed,"
Parks said.
Several NBA scouts were in
town Saturday night to watch
Austin Peay star Trenton Hassell.
Parks said he believes the Cokmels
raised more than a few eyebrows of
the scouts by their gutsy perfor-

mance.
"We've got some good players
on our team," Parks said. "Clinton
Sims had a great game against
Hassell.
While Parks admits that playing in the NBA is a goal he would
like to achieve, he said his primary goal in college is to graduate
with a degree in sociology.
Parks said if he doesn't make it
to the NBA, he would like to
counsel kids.
Parks said he has put up with a
lot of adversity growing up and
feels that he can help other kids
going through the same experience.
He wants kids to know that there
are ways to overcome adversity.
"If you explain (adversity) to
them, they understand it better,"
Parks said.
Until then. Parks will just be
content with playing basketball
for the Colonels, getting his
degree from Eastern and keeping
his hopes of playing in the NBA
alive.

Aero-Tech, Inc.
Blue Grass Airport Lexington
www.aerotech.net
859 254-8906
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LEXINGTON—The Eastern
track and field team traveled to
Lexington last weekend and
despite some problems managed
to place in a few events.
Senior Kenyetta Grigsby had
no problems regaining her power
as she out-ran and out-jumped the
other women to place first in the
60 meter hurdles.
The University of Kentucky's
Nutter Reldhouse was host to top
schools such as UK, Auburn,
Georgia Tech, Louisville and
Middle Tennessee.
After the holiday break, the
Colonels had only one week to
practice and prepare for the meet
which proved not enough of time
for the Colonels to regain their
speed.
"We'll get better as we go. You
know, after the Christmas break."
said Head Coach Rick Erdmann.
With a time of 8.54. Grigsby
was one-tenth of a second away
from qualifying for the NCAA
Indoor Track and Field
Championships in Arkansas, the
second weekend in March,
according to Coach Moore.
Jaime King, an Eastern graduate and former track member, ran
unattached for Eastern and placed
first in the women's mile(4:58.95),
the 800-meter run(2:13. 51) and
the 3,000-meter run (9:52.01).
King is training for the U.S.
Indoor Championships.
While the men did not place
first in any events, sophomore
Anlami Shaw and junior Rob
Jones placed fourth and sixth in
the 60meter hurdles, respectively. Junior Roosevelt Turner ran
fifth in the 200-meter dash.
The men's 4x4O0-meter relay
team, led by sophomore Dan
Pallex. Jones and freshmen Roger
Blake and Phil Scott placed sixth.
Finishing up for the women
were junior Heather Davel and
sophomore Angie Lee who
»

JenHef Fee/Progress
Kanyatta Grigsby (right), a senior from Detroit, charges ahead to win the
women's 60-meter hurdles at the UK Invitational last weekend.

respectively placed fifth and sixth
in the mile. Senior Davina
McCluney finished sixth in the
20Ometer dash and sophomore
Sheri Calhoun ran fourth in the
40Ometer.
McCluney, Calhoun, sophomore Kenata Simmons and freshman Katrina Graves ran third for
the women's 4x40Ometer relay
"A" team.
The Colonels did not top in any
of the field events due to lack of
field participants.
Assistant Coach Tim Moore
attributes Eastern's small participation on the field to the fact that
they only have two coaches. With
time being a key issue, they focus
on the track events.
• "We are not a field team. We
are a track team." Amanda
Andrews, graduate assistant ath/

letic trainer said.
Shotputters junior Kathy
Dodsworth and freshmen Stefanie
Hurley, Beth Hull and Erin Davis
threw short in the preliminaries
and did not advance to the finals.
Also, Jones fouled out in the
men's long jump.
"It's our first meet after the
vacation. We've been away for
awhile," said Coach Erdmann
about his teams performance.
Tin pleased with how we have
done. Once we get back into it
(practicing), we'll be alright,"
added Coach Moore.
Erdmann also said that Eastern's
lack of indoor training facilities
makes it more difficult for the team
to train in the cold weather.
Next up for the Colonels is the
U.S. Air Invitational in Johnson
City.Tenn..Jan.27.

• 2001 Skyhawks with color GPS and moving map
graphics
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• Private thru Airline Transport Pilot
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• 2 and 4 year aviation degrees thru U.V.S.C.
• Skywest Airlines Pilot Training Center
• Full-motion multi-engine simulator arriving
this spring!
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Newest Regent has long list of goals
BY

Amtow HALEY

Assistant news editor

The newest member of
Kastern's Board of Regents joins
the board with two initial goals —
bringing more representation of
Eastern and Southeastern
Kentucky to the Board and trying
to increase the number of black
educators in the area.
Maureen "Cookie" Henson, 48.
will be sworn in as a member of
the Board at its meeting Jan. 27.
Henson, a physical education
teacher at Clay County High
School, said her dissatisfaction
with the representation of her
area was one of the main reasons
she applied for the job.
A position came open on the
Board after Alice Rhodes
resigned last fall because she
plans to move out of state.
Henson said as a black woman,
her concern over the small number of black teachers in her area
also played a role in her decision.
"I was told that there are only
about 20 black teachers in the
area, four in Clay County,"
Henson said. "People think that
just because we are from this
area, we're just bumpkins who
don't know much. I would like to

try to tear down those stereotypes
and open up the opportunities and
hopefully bring more black educators from this area to Eastern."
Henson views her role as a
Regent as a challenge, one of
many that she has faced in her
life. She was born in Clay County
but moved with her father to Lee
County after her mother left when
she was 17 months old. In the
eighth grade, Henson and her
father moved back to Clay County
where she has remained.
In 1971, Henson was given the
chance to go to college at a time
when there were not many opportunities for black women in her area.
"A man named Joe Tom
Gregory, who was the supervisor
of an equal opportunity program
which trained people for a few
months and then found them a
job after training, told me that
because I was a black woman he
knew it would be hard to find a
job," Henson said.
"He asked me if I could go to
college, would I want to go and
would I really try hard. I told him
yes and he took me and enrolled
me at Cumberland College," she
said. "The Lord really blessed
me."

Henson
earned a degree
in health and
physical education
from
Cumberland
with a minor in
biology. She
also became the
first black cheerleader at the col- Urtaon will
lege. After she attend her first
had graduated, meeing Jan. 27.
however, she
had difficulty
finding a school that would allow
her to do her student teaching.
"I ended up back at Clay County
to do my student teaching even
though most universities, including
Cumberland, won't let students do
their student teaching at their
home school," Henson said. "But I
was turned down at other schools
because I was black."
Henson stayed at Clay County
High School after her student
teaching and became the first
black teacher in the school's history. She also went back to school
and earned her master's degree
and Rank I teaching certificate
from Union College.
But Union was not her first

choice to further her education,
she said
"I have always had the utmost
respect for Eastern and I even
took some classes there but never
could get accepted into the graduate program when I applied in '87.
So I went to Union instead,"
Henson said.
AlsOfOn the fist of her achievements, Henson sits on the board
for the Clay County Extension
Office and the Minorities
Affirmative Action Committee. But
her favorite position is as a member of the Kentucky High School
Athletics Association Board of
Control, which governs all athletic
activities for the state's schools.
"This is the one I really like
because I love athletics," Henson
said. "I have only been teaching
physical education for three
years. Until then I taught biology,
science and health because you
used to have to be a man to be on
the gym floor."
As for her newest Board nomination as a Regent. Henson is
very optimistic.
"I really don't know much
about it yet, but I am very excited
to get on it and get to know the
people on it and to learn as much
as I can," Henson said.

CROSSWALK: Parking garage could help traffic problem
From The Front
has created a false sense of security for students and other pedestrians. The highway department
installed the crosswalk with no
funding from Eastern.
Since November, four students
have been hit in the crosswalk.
Kustra said the "stickman"
warning sign isn't enough to
remind motorists that they are
approaching the crosswalk.
Kustra said the "stickman" sign
doesn't register on the brain as
quickly as a big, clear sign based
on an informal poll of pedestrians
Kustra said he conducted.
"Knowing the crosswalk is there,
as we all do, is different than
responding to it when you're a
motorists and traveling along at 35
miles an hour," Kustra said. "I, more
than anyone else, know it's there
because I live down the street, but I

catch myself thinking of other
things and driving down Lancaster
and occasionally realizing I'm coming up on that crosswalk and that
stickman didn't do anything for me."
Frank Duncan, chief district
engineer for the Lexington district
of the Department of Highways,
said the fact that many motorists
are local doesn't mean they will
remember the crosswalk is there.
Duncan said it is usually the
position of the state department to
try to redirect traffic, like banning
left-hand turns into both the
Lancaster Parking Lot and
University Drive or making some
other access to the lot
Tom Lindquist, director of
Eastern's Public Safety, said prohibiting left turns may make
accessing campus more difficult
because motorists would have to
go past the lot or University Drive
and turn somewhere.

CONSULTANT: Penson
already working for Eastern
From The Front
Penson. who has been a consultant for more than 30 years and
has conducted more than 100
presidential evaluations, said he
doesn't anticipate the same problems at Eastern.
"Eastern's Board is fairly unilied." Penson said. "It functions as
an advocate to the university and
it really wants to do the right
thing for the right reasons. They
want a rigorous review of their
president."
Board Chairman Jim Gilbert
said Penson was approved for the
job at the Board's October meet-

ing.
Gilbert said that the Board
would conduct their evaluation in
accordance with open records
laws, and that it would not
become a "secret process."
Gilbert said he knows of Penson's
work at other universities
through what he has read in the
newspapers.
"He doesn't talk about his
work at other places and we don't
ask," Gilbert said.
Gilbert said Penson has previously worked twice with the
Board. His agency was granted an
$8,500 contract to coordinate the
Regents' three-day retreat July 13

"I'm not opposed to it but it will
create significant convenience
problems," Lindquist said.
The idea of creating an entrance
to Lancaster Lot from Barnes Mill
Road was also discussed at length
in the past, but that would dump
traffic into the subdivision and the
property needed to do it isn't
owned by the university.
One option brought up by
Kustra was the fact that the university opened a 600-space parking lot on the other side of campus last semester, and that there
had been talk of building a parking garage up from that lot.
There's just nowhere else to go."
Kustra said. "We're going to have to
go up from where we provided those
600 parking spaces, and that may
have to be sooner than later."
If a parking structure were
built, it would allow Lancaster Lot
to return to residents so there
through 16 this year.
Gilbert said his duties at the
retreat included consulting on
board functioning, presidential
relations and how to be more
effective board members.
Penson is also under contract
with Eastern's College of Justice
and Safety. He is being paid a
$28,000 fiat fee plus expenses to
assist in the performance of the college's strategic planning initiative.
Gilbert said he did not know
what Penson was doing with the
College of Justice and Safety, and
that lie did not believe the two
jobs presented a conflict.
Neither did Gary Cordner,
dean of the College of Justice and
Safety. Cordner said Penson visited Eastern's campus once, when
he met with faculty to discuss the
strategic planning initiative.
Cordner said that the college

would be less pedestrian traffic
throughout the day.
The highway department also
will start this week doing a traffic
study to see if the speed limit should
be reduced to 25 mph on Lancaster.
Public Safety has had an officer
monitoring the crosswalk since
Jan. 4, and Lindquist said six or
seven people have been stopped a
day. The officer will be there for
about another week, he said.
Larry Watt the father of Lance
Watt, die first and most seriously
injured victim of the crosswalk,
was skeptical if any of the suggestions would help the situation,
although he said after the meeting that it was a positive first step.
"It came very close to home,"
Watt said. "The only question now
is timeline to get anything done. If
it takes six months to get anything done, then it wasn't a good
meeting."

-Ho doesn't
talk about his
work at other
places and we
don't ask."
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intends to hire a consultant to
help with the planning. The college is compiling a list of candidates, and while Penson is not on
the list, if he wants the position,
he will be considered.
Penson has already contributed by giving the college
materials on researching and the
process Penson recommends.
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